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slab3d is a software-based real-time virtual acoustic environment (VAE) rendering system originally developed in 
the Spatial Auditory Displays Lab at NASA Ames Research Center.  slab3d is now maintained externally as well.  
The slab3d User Manual [18] provides a general introduction to slab3d.  This manual discusses the slabtools, a 
collection of MATLAB tools included with the slab3d release.  The primary focus is on the subset of the slabtools 
used to convert and verify the Listen [3] and CIPIC [1] HRTF database collections.  Most of these tools were 
developed in the Advanced Controls and Displays Lab at NASA Ames for researchers Dr. Elizabeth Wenzel and 
Dr. Martine Godfroy.  Should these tools be used in published research, please acknowledge their use by citing 
the "Advanced Controls and Displays Group" (http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/ACD/) and the "slabtools 
User Manual" (http://slab3d.sonisphere.com). 
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Introduction 
 
The slabtools are MATLAB utilities for visualizing and manipulating HRTF (Head-Related Transfer Function) data 
and for visualizing and prototyping slab3d processing.  To use the slabtools, the slabtools directory should be 
added to the MATLAB path.  General slabtools help can be obtained by typing ">> help slabtools" at the MATLAB 
command prompt (indicated with ">>").  Individual tool help is available by typing ">> help <toolname>". 
 
There are two HRTF container formats in slab3d, SLH and sarc.  An SLH file (.slh suffix) is a slab3d HRTF 
database containing the HRIR and ITD data used for real-time rendering.  A sarc (slab3d archive) is a general-
purpose MATLAB struct and file format for HRTF archiving, visualization, analysis, and processing (see ">> help 
sarc").  Both formats contain data indexed on a sphere by azimuth and elevation.  In the discussion that follows, 
azimuth is often abbreviated az and elevation, el.  One can access SLH data in MATLAB using slab2sarc() or the 
older slab2mat(). 
 
slabtools M-files: <slab3d install dir>\slabtools 
slabtools Reference Manual: <slab3d install dir>\doc\slabtools\index.html 
 
slab2mat() 
 
slab2mat() reads SLH data into hrir, itd, and map variables.  These variables are similar to the Snapshot variables 
of the same name.  Snapshot is an HRTF measurement system developed by Crystal River Engineering. 
 

• hrir contains HRIR taps stored in columns.  All left ear HRIRs are followed by all right ear HRIRs (e.g. the 
right ear response hrir(:,i+size(map,2))corresponds to the left ear response hrir(:,i)). 

• itd contains the interaural time delay (in samples). 
• map (aka data grid) maps azimuth and elevation database locations to hrir and itd indices (see 

hindex.m).  Each azimuth and elevation pair is a two-element column vector [ el; az ]. 
 
The number of columns in map, hrir, and itd is HRTF database dependent.  Since hrir contains the left and right 
ear responses, it will have twice the number of columns as map and itd.  The use of map, hrir, and itd is identical 
to Snapshot with the following exception:  the slabtools map variable is grouped by azimuth, e.g., [ [ 90; 180], [72; 
180] ], Snapshot's, by elevation, e.g., [ [ 90; 180], [90; 150] ]. 
 
Example:  mitd() (modify ITD) and mhrir() (modify HRIR) are two simple slabtools used to replicate one az,el 
location throughout a database.  They were used to create two of the HRTF databases released with slab3d as 
shown below.  The mitd.m and mhrir.m source code illustrates the use of the hrir, itd, and map variables. 
 
slab3d\HRTF\jdm_ie.slh: 
>> mitd( 'jdm.slh', 'jdm_ie.slh', 0, 0 ); 
 
slab3d\HRTF\jdm_he.slh: 
>> mhrir( 'jdm.slh', 'jdm_he.slh', 0, 0 ); 
 
map2map(), critical-band processing 
 
Converting HRTF data from one az,el map to another requires spherical interpolation.  The map2map() tool 
performs this process using biharmonic spline interpolation.  map2map() is the intellectual property of Jonathan 
Abel and is covered under the same usage restrictions outlined in the SLAB Software Usage Agreement (see 
slab_sua.rtf in the slabtools directory). 
  
Critical-band processing can help make analyses more perceptually significant.  slabtool critical-band processing 
relies on Malcolm Slaney's Auditory Toolbox: 
https://engineering.purdue.edu/~malcolm/interval/1998-010/  
 
I thank both Jonathan Able and Malcolm Slaney for making excellent MATLAB tools publicly available. 
  

https://engineering.purdue.edu/%7Emalcolm/interval/1998-010/
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HRTF Conversion and Verification Tools 
 
The table below includes the slabtools used for the conversion and verification of the Listen and CIPIC HRTF 
collections.  In some cases, features exist that are not discussed.  If a tool name contains a hyperlink, additional 
information is available following the table. 
 
 
Listen Tools 
listen2slab() listen2slab() converts the Listen raw and compensated .mats to a slab3d HRTF database 

(SLH).  The raw data is used for ITD extraction.  The compensated data is used for the HRIRs. 
lfull.m lfull.m converts all Listen databases found in the current directory to slab3d format. 
lcheck.m lcheck.m checks suspicious Listen HRTFs in their native format. 
ltest.m ltest.m is the listen2slab() development script.  It is used to test various aspects of HRTF 

conversion. 
CIPIC Tools 
cipic2slab() cipic2slab() converts a CIPIC .mat to a slab3d HRTF database (SLH). 
cfull.m cfull.m converts all CIPIC databases found in the current directory to slab3d format. 
ccheck.m ccheck.m checks suspicious CIPIC HRTFs in their native format. 
ctest.m ctest.m is the cipic2slab() development script.  It is used to test various aspects of HRTF 

conversion. 
c2s() c2s() (CIPIC to slab3d) converts interaural polar coordinates to vertical polar coordinates. 
c2r() c2r() (CIPIC to rectangular) converts interaural polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates. 
snow2sarc() snow2sarc () creates a slab3d archive from CIPIC's Snowman model.  It requires CIPIC's 

Snowman model matlab scripts to be in the MATLAB path.  Note, this script creates a special-
purpose sarc primarily for energy visualizations.  The HRIRs are not converted to minimum 
phase and ITD data is not generated (see also serrvis.m source code). 

Verification Tools 
sarc.m sarc (slab3d archive) is a MATLAB data structure format for HRTF data.  The script itself is a 

MATLAB help file describing the sarc format and sarc-related scripts.  In general, slab3d HRTF 
analysis is performed on sarcs. 

slab2sarc() slab2sarc() (slab3d SLH to slab3d archive) reads an SLH file into a sarc. 
grids() grids() displays the CIPIC, Listen, and slab3d HRTF data grids specified by (azimuth, elevation) 

pairs.  For CIPIC and Listen, the grids displayed are the measurement grids.  For slab3d, the 
grid is the constant azimuth and elevation increment grid used for real-time linear interpolation.  
The grids() help text describes the slab3d coordinate system. 

dmap.m dmap.m (database mapping) lists the SLH files found in the current directory.  For scripts that 
generate graphs by HRTF index, this script displays the index-to-HRTF database mapping. 

vcir.m vcir.m (verify collection IRs) displays all database IRs for all SLH files found in the current 
directory, one database at a time.  All IRs are displayed simultaneously, one atop the other. 

vcfreq.m vcfreq.m (verify collection frequency domain) displays all database frequency responses for all 
SLH files found in the current directory, one database at a time. 

vcfreqlog.m vcfreqlog.m (verify collection log frequency domain) displays database frequency responses for 
all SLH files found in the current directory, one database at a time.  Used to verify CIPIC 
frequency-notch variability. 

hen() hen() (HRIR energy) displays left and right HRIR energy surfaces and generates several 
energy statistics.  Energy is calculated as the sum of squared IR values (for energy calculated 
using the magnitude response see hcom()). 
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henitd() henitd() (HRIR energy and ITD) is similar to hen() but displays a left IID figure and a right ITD 
figure.  It serves as a simple impulse response energy and ITD corroboration script.  It can help 
illustrate potential subject positioning errors.  henitd() can be substituted for hen() in vcen.m. 

hencb() hencb() is similar to hen() but displays energy in a sequence of 20 critical-band plots.  The 
generated metrics correspond to one specified critical band.  Critical-band processing is 
computationally expensive and can take a long time to run.  hencbmat.m and hencbview.m can 
be used to perform critical-band processing prior to viewing.  hencb() can be used in place of 
hen() in vcen.m to generate energy metrics for a specific critical band. 
 

 
Figure:  hencb() sphere display for IRC_1002.slh, left, critical band 1 (100 Hz), and right, critical 
band 20 (17816 Hz). 

hencbmat.m hencbmat.m calls hencb() to generate a MATLAB MAT file containing critical-band data for 
each SLH file found in the current directory.  This function takes a long time to run but only 
needs to be done once per HRTF database collection. 

hencbview.m hencbview.m allows the user to view the MAT files generated by hencbmat.m.  It supports the 
four hen() displays, a vsyms()-like display, as well as two symmetric-head test displays (left 
minus right(flip(az)) and right minus left(flip(az)) per critical band and RMS difference across all 
critical bands).  Display-specific energy metrics are output to the command window. 

vcen.m vcen.m (verify collection energy) calls hen() for all SLH files found in the current directory.  A 
metric table is generated in the command window and a summary plot shown at completion. 
This script can also be used with hencb(), but only for one critical band at a time.  For a more 
perceptually significant energy computation, see vcenf.m.  In practice, vcen.m is typically used 
for visualization, vcenf.m for metric calculation. 

hcom() hcom() (HRTF comparison) can be used to test for HRTF critical-band symmetry.  It also 
supports generating frequency-domain energy metrics.  Note, frequencies outside the audible 
range are omitted from the frequency-domain energy computation, thus the resulting energy 
values can differ from those computed with hen().  If all frequencies are included, the hcom() 
frequency-domain and hen() time-domain energy values are consistent (as expected due to the 
Rayleigh Energy Theorem (or Parseval's Theorem)). 

vcenf.m vcenf.m (verify collection energy, frequency domain) calls hcom() for all SLH files found in the 
current directory.  A metric table is generated in the command window and a summary plot 
shown at completion.  The eleven hcom() frequency-domain energy metrics corresponding to 
the eleven time-domain hen()/vcen.m metrics are displayed as well as the three symmetric-
head energy difference metrics and the three symmetric-head RMS energy difference metrics.  
The RMS metrics are typically calculated across critical-bands, but this can be changed to FFT 
bins in the script source code.  Note:  The critical-band option takes a long time to run.  Thus, 
the CIPIC and Listen results are saved in MATLAB MAT files.  Source code flags are used to 
select between CIPIC and Listen and hcom() and MAT. 
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vsym() vsym() (view symmetry) displays all azimuth magnitude responses for a given elevation or all 
elevation responses for a given azimuth.  The right ear azimuth is the opposite of the left so 
that the left and right ears can be compared for symmetry.  This can aid in the detection of 
anomalies.  vsym() can be used to zoom-in on phenomena observed with hencbview.m. 

 
Figure:  vsym() display for IRC_1002.slh, 0 degrees elevation. 

vsym1() vsym1() improves upon vsym() by placing the symmetry visualization in one image and 
providing a second symmetry reference image. 

vsyms() vsyms() provides a directional frequency response visualization by mapping frequency to 
elevation on two left/right-ear spheres (low frequencies at the poles).  By default, the view is 
top-down.  The "Rotate 3D" tool enables the symmetry aspect of the visualization.  The bottom 
portion of the sphere contains the opposite-ear symmetrical response. 

vcsym.m vcsym.m (verify collection symmetry) calls vsym1() for all SLH files found in the current 
directory.  vsym1() is strictly a visual analysis utility, so no metrics are displayed (text or figure).  
See the source code to replace vsym1() with vsym() or vsyms() or to loop through azimuths 
instead of elevations. 

sitd() sitd() (spherical ITD) generates ITD data using a spherical head model [12] that produces 
values identical to the Woodworth&Schlosberg near-field model (see sitdw()).  sitd() was written 
prior to sitdw().  sitd() matches sitdw() to a tenth of a microsecond in the extreme near field, is 
identical in the near field, and differs in the far field (sitd() is a near-field model).   

poserr() poserr() (position error) applies a subject-positioning error in x, y, z, yaw, pitch, roll. 
serrvis.m serrvis.m (subject-positioning error visualization) calls poserr() to generate ITDs corresponding 

to subject-positioning errors.  The resultant ITDs are displayed in a plot similar to the one 
displayed by vitd().  serrvis.m also supports an IID visualization but this requires source code 
modification and depends on a CIPIC Snowman model script. 

sitdw() sitdw() (spherical ITD Woodworth&Schlosberg) implements the Woodworth&Schlosberg (WS) 
model described by Blauert in Spatial Hearing [11].  The WS model provides formulae for three 
distance thresholds in the horizontal plane.  sitdw() supports elevation by rotating the horizontal 
plane about the interaural axis and modifying the azimuth accordingly (e.g., part of the 
derivation of sitd() in [12]). 

sitds.m sitds.m (spherical ITDs) compares the sitd() and sitdw() models at various measurement radii, 
head radii, and speeds of sound (SOS).  The sitd() and sitdw() models are basically identical in 
the near field. 

vitd() vitd() (view ITD) displays database and spherical head model ITDs and computes several ITD 
statistics. 

vcitd.m vcitd.m (verify collection ITD) calls vitd() for all SLH files found in the current directory.  A table 
of vitd() metrics is generated in the command window and three summary figures are displayed 
at completion. 

ithresh.m ithresh.m (ITD Threshold Determination) uses the results of vcitd.m to determine "ITD 
Threshold Metric" thresholds. 
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grids() 
 
grids() displays the CIPIC, Listen, and slab3d HRTF data grids specified by (azimuth, elevation) pairs.  For CIPIC 
and Listen, the grids displayed are the measurement grids.  For slab3d, the grid is the constant azimuth and 
elevation increment grid used for linear real-time interpolation.  The grids() help text describes the slab3d 
coordinate system. 
 

 
Figure:  grids(15,15) 
 
 
slab3d Coordinate System 
 
Location 
  +x front, through nose 
  +y left, through left ear 
  +z top, through top of head 
 
Orientation 
  -yaw right 
  +yaw left 
  -pitch up 
  +pitch down 
  +roll right 
  -roll left 
 
Polar 
  +azimuth right 
  -azimuth left 
  +elevation up 
  -elevation down 
  +range forward 
  -range backward 
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hen() 
 
hen() (HRIR energy) displays left and right HRIR energy surfaces and generates several energy statistics.  
Energy is calculated as the sum of squared IR values (for energy calculated using the magnitude response see 
hcom()).  Means are performed on the sums and reported as 10log10 dB values.  Differences (including IID) are 
calculated using the dB values.  The energy metrics below do not capture the HRIR location-to-location behavior.  
For this, the left and right energy surfaces are provided.  One can view these in 3D, with surface height indicating 
energy, or in 2D, as a top-down display of the 3D surface.  Additionally, one can view spheres instead of surfaces.  
In this case, the 2D view contains the top and bottom (bottom viewed from above) views of the left and right 
spheres.  Further energy detail can be obtained by viewing the vsym() utility's magnitude responses.  Thus, one 
can view a frequency-independent global perspective of energy behavior with hen() and a "zoomed in" frequency-
dependent perspective with vsym().  In addition to the metrics below, hen() can generate a table of location 
energy values.  hen() can also provide location (az,el) values for maximums and minimums. 
 

 
Figure:  hen() surface display for IRC_1002.slh, left, 3D view, right, top-down view. 
 

 
Figure:  hen() sphere display for IRC_1002.slh, left, 3D view, right, top and bottom views. 
 
 

hen() metrics 
total total database energy, mean of all HRIRs, dB 
maxL left maximum energy, dB 
minL left minimum energy, dB 
meanL left mean energy, dB 
maxR right maximum energy, dB 
minR right minimum energy, dB 
meanR right mean energy, dB 
maxD maxL - maxR, dB 
minD minL - minR, dB 
meanD meanL - meanR, dB 
maxIID maximum database IID, absolute value, dB 
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hencbview.m 
 
hencbview.m allows the user to view the MAT files generated by hencbmat.m.  It supports the four hen() displays 
as well as two symmetric-head test displays (left minus right(flip(az)) and right minus left(flip(az)) per critical band 
and RMS difference across all critical bands).  Energy metrics are output to the command window.  Keyboard 
commands are used to navigate between databases and critical bands and to select viewing options: 
 

hencbview commands 
   up arrow     higher critical band / elevation 
 down arrow     lower critical band / elevation 
 left arrow     previous database 
right arrow     next database 
      t key     2D/3D 
      s key     sphere/surface 
      c key     cycle LR/symmetric/RMS/CB-to-ElSym 
      h key     help 
      q key     quit 
  control-c     abort 

 

 
Figure:  hencbview symmetric-head tests for IRC_1002.slh, left: critical band 16 (7537 Hz), right: RMS difference 
across all critical bands. 
 
Metrics are displayed interactively in the command window for each display: 
 
Left/Right Critical-Band Display 
name  cb#  cb_freq  L max min  R max min 
 
Symmetric-Head Critical-Band Difference Display 
name  cb#  cb_freq  max(abs(cb_difference)) 
 
Symmetric-Head Critical-Band RMS Difference Display 
name  max(abs(rms_cb_difference)) 
 
Critical-Bands Mapped to Elevation 
name  elevation  L max min  R max min 
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hcom() 
 
hcom() (HRTF comparison) can be used to test for HRTF critical-band symmetry.  It also supports generating 
frequency-domain energy metrics.  Note, frequencies outside the audible range are omitted from the frequency-
domain energy computation, thus the resulting energy values can differ from those computed with hen().  If all 
frequencies are included, the hcom() frequency-domain and hen() time-domain energy values are consistent (as 
expected due to the Rayleigh Energy Theorem (or Parseval's Theorem)). 
 
Even though hcom() supports visualization, for corpus verification, hcom() was only used to generate metrics.  
vsym1() and hencbview.m are the preferred methods for visualizing HRTF symmetry. 
 

hcom() metrics 
total total database energy, mean of all HRIRs, dB 
maxL left maximum energy, dB 
minL left minimum energy, dB 
meanL left mean energy, dB 
maxR right maximum energy, dB 
minR right minimum energy, dB 
meanR right mean energy, dB 
maxD maxL - maxR, dB 
minD minL - minR, dB 
meanD meanL - meanR, dB 
maxIID maximum database IID, absolute value, dB 
maxF symmetric-head RMS energy difference maximum, dB 
minF symmetric-head RMS energy difference minimum, dB 
meanF symmetric-head RMS energy difference mean, dB 
maxE symmetric-head energy difference maximum, dB 
minE symmetric-head energy difference minimum, dB 
meanE symmetric-head energy difference mean, dB 

 
maxF, minF, meanF can be computed across critical bands or FFT bins. 
 
The origin of hcom() is discussed in greater detail in [13].  Critical-band analysis was later added to improve the 
perceptual significance of the RMS energy difference metrics.  The revised metrics were used to quantify the 
HRTF measurement repeatability of the HeadZap measurement system [14]. 
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vitd() 
 
vitd() (view ITD) displays database and spherical head model ITDs and computes several ITD statistics.  The 
vitd() display is split into a top plot of database ITD and spherical-head model ITD and a bottom plot of database-
spherical difference (DIF), discontinuity (DIS), magnitude (MAG), and asymmetry (ASYM).  In both plots, elevation 
is noted on the horizontal axis and microseconds on the vertical axis.  At each elevation, azimuths are ordered 
starting at 180° and proceeding counter-clockwise.  The -180° azimuth position is often omitted to eliminate 
duplicates and to provide a continuous ITD curve. 
 

 
Figure:  vitd() display for IRC_1037.slh. 
 
Well-behaved ITDs tend to follow the spherical head model fairly closely, with the main exception being the 
extreme values in the ±90° az region.  Large biases are readily apparent in vertical displacement.  Curve shifts, 
discontinuities, and odd curve shapes often require zooming-in on the ITD curve.  The lower plot can help indicate 
areas requiring closer observation. 
 
DIF:  The DIF curve indicates bias as horizontal curve regions off the baseline.  Magnitude difference will 
introduce oscillatory behavior, one cycle per elevation. 
 
MAG:  If the spherical ITDs simply underestimate or overestimate database ITDs, a sequence of all positive or all 
negative bumps will be displayed, one per left/right hemisphere per elevation, the bump centers being ±90° az.  
Due to their asymmetric behavior, anomalies such as biases and curve shifts produce deformed square wave 
curve shapes.  Biases reduce ITD in one hemisphere, while increasing it in the other.  Curve shifts behave 
similarly, but by quadrant. 
 
ASYM:  By definition, the asymmetry curve is symmetric at each elevation.  In general, one expects minor 
excursions off the baseline.  Large excursions can indicate ITD errors, as can constant excursions.  E.g., a 
constant horizontal curve shape off the baseline indicates the presence of bias. 
 
10*DIS:  When "noisy", the curve indicates regions of irregular curve shape and/or an uneven distribution of ITD 
values, e.g., clustering in time.  Spikes typically indicate an unexpected point of inflection, most likely a bad ITD 
value. 
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vitd() metrics 
Max Maximum database ITD value. 
Min Minimum database ITD value. 
Bias The Bias metric is simply the mean of all database ITDs. Its unit is µs and can represent a 

perceptual pull left or right. Note, bias can be limited to one region, e.g., high elevations.  Also, 
opposite bias in two different regions can cancel in the mean, causing the amount of bias to be 
underestimated or missed. 

DBias The Diagonal Bias is similar to the Bias metric but operates on individual elevation rings (i.e., all 
azimuths at a given elevation).  Bias patterns were observed that shifted from positive to negative 
over several elevations (e.g., a diagonal tilt in the ITD plot).  The DBias metric is generated by 
subtracting the most negative ring bias (0 and below) from the most positive ring bias (0 and 
above).  Thus, DBias is always a positive number.  The min and max bias values and the elevation 
at which they occurred are also provided.  DBias is a more useful metric than Bias for the purposes 
of database verification. 

Dif The Difference metric measures the degree to which extracted ITDs differ from spherical ITDs.  It is 
the mean of the absolute value of the extracted-spherical difference. 
 
Extracted ITDs and spherical ITDs can differ for a variety of reasons: 

• deviation of physical head from spherical head 
• head radius, measurement sphere radius, and speed of sound parameter approximations 

(vitd()'s spherical head model assumes 0.09m, 1.0m, and 346 m/s, respectively) 
• subject-positioning errors 
• HRIR propagation delay errors (besides those due to subject positioning, e.g., speaker 

positioning, equipment hardware and software issues) 
• ITD extraction method and parameters 
• interpolation artifacts 

Mag The Magnitude metric measures the magnitude of database ITD relative to spherical ITD.  Ideally, 
this would then be a rough estimate of head size but, in reality, it often reflects ITD anomalies.  In 
slab3d, a positive ITD implies a left ear lag (source in right hemisphere, positive azimuths) and a 
negative ITD implies a right ear lag (source in left hemisphere, negative azimuths).  Given this 
definition, the database-spherical difference is negated in the left hemisphere to create the 
"magnitude difference".  The magnitude metric is the mean of the magnitude difference. 
 
The two most common ITD anomalies observed were biases and curve shifts.  These anomalies 
create magnitude difference asymmetries that reduce the magnitude metric.  Thus, it is difficult to 
draw any conclusions from the magnitude metric alone.  The "normalized difference" metric can 
help determine when the magnitude metric actually reflects ITD "magnitude". 

NDif The Normalized Difference removes the absolute value of the magnitude metric from the difference 
metric.  Being anomalies often cause asymmetries that reduce the magnitude metric, high NDif 
values tend to indicate the presence of anomalies and low values tend to indicate magnitude 
accuracy.  Note, though, low NDif values alone do not indicate well-behaved ITDs.  Consider the 
case of a large head with a coincident bias that results in local positive ITD maxima close in value 
to the local positive spherical ITD maxima.  The resultant NDif would be low valued indicating 
magnitude accuracy but not indicating overall ITD accuracy.  (Bias behavior of this variety would be 
detected by the bias metric.) 
 
For the purposes of HRTF database verification, it is best to focus on large NDif values and ignore 
low values and the magnitude and difference metrics, in general.  In this context, the NDif metric 
serves as a more accurate version of the difference metric by removing genuine ITD magnitude 
from the difference metric.  NDif's detection of asymmetric behavior tends to make it highly 
correlated with the asymmetry metric. 

Under Under is the minimum magnitude difference. 
Over Over is the maximum magnitude difference. 
Dis The Discontinuity metric measures discontinuities in the database ITD curve across all elevations 

and azimuths.  It is calculated using the difference of neighboring values, i.e., the approximate 
derivative.  Taking the derivative of the ITD curve and dividing by the azimuth increment yields the 
instantaneous slope at each (az,el) in µs/degree.  For a reference, the database instantaneous 
slope is differenced from the spherical instantaneous slope.  The discontinuity metric is formed by 
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taking the mean of the absolute value of the differences.  Of course, some relative discontinuity is 
expected and acceptable given the physical difference of the human head from a sphere.  But, 
unusually high discontinuity values can indicate anomalous ITD behavior such as severe ITD 
discontinuity (e.g., unexpected points of inflection), bias, curve shift, or odd curve shape.  Due to 
measured-spherical alignment issues (e.g., curve shift), the transition differences before and after 
±90 azimuth are set to 0 (large Dis values in this region tended to reflect alignment issues more 
than discontinuity).  The elevation ring transition differences are set to 0 as well.  Thus, the Dis 
metric average can include up to five zeroed values per elevation ring. 

MDis Being individual discontinuities can be averaged-out of the Dis metric, MDis is provided to capture 
the maximum discontinuity.  This is useful for ITD extraction algorithms.  Many of these perform 
well, in general, but can fail to properly handle certain impulse response or transfer function 
conditions.  Often anomalous IR behavior results in anomalous ITDs.  If this behavior is rare, MDis 
can help detect it. 

Shift Being entire database ITD curve shifts in azimuth were noticed, a metric was developed to 
measure the degree of shift (in degrees of yaw, +left, -right (note, az is -left, +right)).  This anomaly 
could occur if a subject's yaw were off by a constant amount during the measurement session.  
The shift metric is calculated by taking the cross correlation of the database ITD curve and the 
spherical ITD curve.  The two curves were upsampled by four to improve degree accuracy. 

Asym The asymmetry metric measures the mean ITD asymmetry with respect to azimuth.  Being the 
human head is relatively symmetric with respect to the median plane, large Asym values will often 
indicate the presence of ITD anomalies.  E.g., bias and curve shifts both introduce asymmetric ITD 
behavior.  Being the NDif metric also detects asymmetric behavior, Asym and NDif tend to be 
highly correlated. 

MAsym The maximum asymmetry metric measures the maximum ITD asymmetry with respect to azimuth. 
 
Note:  NDif, Asym, DBias, and Shift are all related.  DBias and Shift are independent.  But, NDif and Asym both 
detect bias and shift being bias and shift introduce subject-spherical differences (NDif) and asymmetries (Asym).  
Since the spherical head model is symmetrical, differences from it (NDif) will also yield asymmetries (Asym).  But, 
the NDif and Asym metrics are unique conceptually, NDif being relative to a physical model and Asym being 
based on a symmetrical-head assumption. 
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HRTF Verification Project 
 
This section of the slabtools User Manual is an HRTF blog of sorts.  At the beginning of 2011, NASA Ames 
researcher Dr. Elizabeth Wenzel asked me to select a few Listen and CIPIC databases to use with slab3d.  Over 
time, this quick side project evolved into an ongoing on-again/off-again backburner project as various issues with 
conversion and verification cropped up.  The previous section documented the MATLAB tools involved in this 
effort; this section focuses on the conversion and verification steps.  Due to time constraints, a quick blog-esque 
approach is used.  Another lab researcher, Dr. Martine Godfroy, supervised the statistical analysis of the metrics.  
I thank both Beth and Martine for providing valuable suggestions and feedback throughout this project. 
 
November 2, 2013 
 
Sections 
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• Listen and CIPIC HRTF Collections 
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• HRTF Verification - Visualizations and Metrics 

o Interaural Time Delay 
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o ITD and IID Subject-Positioning Error Model 

• HRTF Collection Verification 
o Method 
o Statistical Outlier Rejection of ITD Metrics (Step 1) 
o Statistical Outlier Rejection of Energy Metrics (Step 2) 
o ITD Thresholds (Step 3) 
o Energy Thresholds Omitting ITD Outliers (Step 4) 
o Energy Thresholds Using Minimum Collection Thresholds (Step 5) 

• Visualization, Metric, and Listening-Test Corroboration 
• Listen Collection Results 
• CIPIC Collection Results 
• slab3d Default HRTF 
• Conclusions and Future Directions 

 
 

 
Introduction 
 
Slab3d spatializes sound by using Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs).  HRTF databases are typically 
obtained by inserting microphones in a subject’s ear canals and measuring the responses obtained from several 
sound source locations.  Since the process is quite laborious and prone to error, an attractive alternative is using 
publically available databases.  Two widely used public HRTF database collections are Listen (IRCAM) and CIPIC 
(UC Davis).  The spatial accuracy of the rendered sound image is primarily determined by the quality of the HRTF 
measurement and how well the database matches the listener.  Several tools for HRTF verification have been 
developed.  These tools are available publicly in the slab3d release as part of the "slabtools" collection of 
MATLAB utilities.  An HRTF listening utility named HeadMatch is also available, but, at present, it simply allows 
for the rapid comparison of HRTF databases. 
 
The type of spatial audio rendering used by slab3d splits the rendering of an HRTF into an interaural-time delay 
(ITD) component and a frequency spectrum component (minimum-phase HRIR).  The extraction of ITDs from 
HRTFs is not a trivial problem and many methods exist in the literature.  Several of these were implemented, 
yielding various degrees of robustness (i.e., sensible ITDs).  Even the most robust method still required 
refinement.  The refined method was used to obtain ITDs for all HRTF databases in the Listen collection (the 
CIPIC collection contains ITD data).  The ITD data was used to develop a set of ITD metrics and visualizations for 
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evaluating database integrity.  Metrics and visualizations were also developed for the frequency spectrum data.  
These tools were used to select a subset of Listen and CIPIC databases based on statistical outlier removal. 
 
Being the Listen and CIPIC HRTF collections are being evaluated for use with slab3d, the collections were 
converted to the slab3d HRTF database format before verification.  This is an important distinction in that the 
verification procedure and the corresponding results specifically relate to the use of converted Listen and CIPIC 
HRTFs with slab3d.  E.g., artifacts related to the conversion process itself could potentially influence metrics and 
outlier removal. 
 
In the figures that follow, the HRTF databases are shown by index.  The Appendix contains the Listen and CIPIC 
index-to-subject mapping. 
 
 

 
Listen and CIPIC HRTF Collections 
 
Listen 
 
The Listen HRTF database collection is available online [3].  It contains raw and compensated (diffuse-field 
equalized) HRTFs in WAV and MAT formats.  Morphological data is available.  The slab3d naming convention is 
IRC_1002.slh where "IRC_1002" is the Listen subject name and "slh" is the slab3d HRTF database suffix. 
 
Listen Data Format: 
IRC_1002.zip\COMPENSATED\MAT\HRIR\ IRC_1002_C_HRIR.mat 
IRC_1002.zip\RAW\MAT\HRIR\ IRC_1002_R_HRIR.mat 
 
slab3d naming convention: IRC_1002.slh 
 
CIPIC 
 
The CIPIC database collection is available online [1] and described in [2].  The data is available in post-processed 
MAT-file format (raw measurements are not available).  The CIPIC system is a modified Snapshot system with a 
1m radius arc of speakers.  The data is stored at a 44.1 kHz sampling rate with an IR length of 200 taps.  The 
data is free-field equalized with bass extension below 400Hz (no headphone EQ).  Anthropometry is available.  
The slab3d naming convention is subject_003.slh where "subject_003" is the CIPIC subject name and "slh" is the 
slab3d HRTF database suffix. 
 
CIPIC Data Format: 
CD\CIPIC_hrtf_database\standard_hrir_database\subject_003\hrir_final.mat 
 
slab3d naming convention:  subject_003.slh 
 
 

 
HRTF Conversion 
 
slab3d HRTF Database Format 
 
slab3d HRTF databases contain the HRIR and ITD filter data used for spatial rendering.  Measured HRTFs can 
be obtained using insert-ear microphones and a spherical placement of speakers to construct a spherically-
sampled database.  The HRIRs are converted to minimum-phase to reduce filter length and to simplify real-time 
interpolation.  Biharmonic spline interpolation is used to resample the data to a uniform grid.  The grid is specified 
by an azimuth increment and an elevation increment.  slab3d HRTF databases are suffixed ".slh" and referred to 
as SLH files.  The default slab3d HRTF database is "jdm.slh", a database measured in-house using the Snapshot 
HRTF measurement system. 
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An SLH contains a header followed by HRIR and ITD data. 
 
struct HRTFHeader 
{ 
  short  nVersion;         // database format version (2) 
  char   strName[32];      // subject's name 
  char   strDate[8];       // date measured 
  char   strComment[256];  // text comment 
  short  nAzInc;           // az increment, degrees 
  short  nElInc;           // el increment, degrees 
  short  nNumPts;          // number of HRIR points 
  long   lSampleRate;      // sample rate 
}; 
 
A positive ITD (in samples) implies a left ear lag (source in right hemisphere, positive azimuths) and a negative 
ITD implies a right ear lag (source in left hemisphere, negative azimuths).  The SLH format is described in greater 
detail in the slab3d User Manual [18]. 
 
jdm.slh parameters: 
 
Azimuth grid: 180 to -180 in -30 degree increments 
Elevation grid: 90 to -90 in -18 degree increments 
HRIR length: 128 points 
Sample Rate: 44100 samples/s 
 
ITD Extraction and Minimum-Phase Conversion 
 
ITD data is not released with the Listen data.  ITDs were extracted using a modified version of the 
Nam/Abel/Smith algorithm described in [15] where ITDs are derived from the HRTF group-delay.  This technique 
requires raw uncompensated data.  CIPIC does not provide raw uncompensated data but they do provide ITD 
data.  Thus, their ITD data was used.  For both Listen and CIPIC, the compensated data was converted to 
minimum-phase.  A 16-point hanning taper was applied when truncating to 128 FIR taps.  The measured grid was 
then converted to the slab3d rendering grid (see grids()) using biharmonic spline interpolation (map2map()).  See 
the listen2slab() and cipic2slab() source code for more detail. 
 
slab2sarc() 
 
A "sarc" (slab3d archive) is the slab3d MATLAB container format for an SLH HRTF database (see ">> help sarc").  
All tools discussed in this report operate on sarcs.  slab2sarc() reads an SLH into a MATLAB sarc struct. 
 
 

 
HRTF Verification - Visualization and Metrics 
 
The first step in assessing the best databases to use with slab3d consisted of developing a set of visualizations to 
detect anomalies that might have occurred during the conversion process.  These visualizations started with the 
simple and obvious (e.g., all HRIRs at once) and progressed to the more complex (e.g., ITD and energy 
symmetry, critical-band energy) as various phenomena were observed. 
 
An important behavior from the perspective of verification is peak and valley trend continuity in space and 
frequency.  Several visualizations were developed to help detect anomalous behavior.  One common HRTF 
visualization is to provide two surface (or waterfall) plots, one for the left ear, one for the right, of all magnitude 
responses at a given azimuth or elevation.  A variation on this theme is to provide a symmetric head visualization, 
i.e., negate the azimuth for the right ear display.  This can provide an extra basis of comparison for peak and 
valley trends and energy levels.  The vcsym.m/vsym()/vsym1() scripts provide the symmetric-head visualization 
for all HRTF databases found in the current directory.  Sometimes it is useful to simply plot the responses on top 
of one another.  vcfreq.m/plotresp() provides this display. 
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It is also advantageous to view trends across the entire measurement sphere, e.g., total response energy or 
frequency band energy distributed across azimuth and elevation.  These displays can be rectangular surfaces, 3D 
spheres, or 2D top/bottom views of 3D spheres.  The vcen.m/hen() scripts provide total response energy 
visualizations for all HRTF databases found in the current directory. 
 
To make the frequency data more manageable and perceptually relevant, critical-band processing can by 
employed to limit the frequencies displayed to, say, 20 critical bands.  The critical-band data is also useful for 
calculating symmetric-head metrics.  Being critical-band processing is a time consuming process, it is best to pre-
process the data before viewing.  This is done with the hencbmat.m/hencb() scripts.  hencbmat will generate 
MATLAB MAT-files containing critical-band data for all HRTF databases found in the current directory.  Once the 
critical-band MATs have been generated, they can be viewed with hencbview.m.  hencbview uses keyboard 
commands to navigate amongst databases, critical-bands, and displays (critical bands, symmetric-head critical 
bands, RMS metric, 2D or 3D, surfaces or spheres). 
 
The hlab() (HRTF Lab) utility provides a variety of displays (e.g., impulse response and magnitude response) for 
viewing one or two HRTF databases at a time.  Thus, these tools can be used to "zoom-in" on a behavior from the 
collection level (e.g., CIPIC or Listen) all the way down to the individual impulse response level using a variety of 
tools and displays.  For example, the Listen time-domain and frequency-domain energy metric differences for the 
first 12 databases lead to an investigation of database-to-database behavior using hencbview.  This resulted in 
the discovery of critical band 20 behavior differences between the first 12 and the rest.  vcfreq was then used to 
view all 0°-elevation magnitude responses, one atop the other, one database at a time.  This resulted in the 
discovery of the "pinched" magnitude response phenomenon for the first 12 Listen databases. 
 
Interaural Time Delay 
 
The vitd() ITD visualization uses a spherical-head model (SHM) reference curve as the primary visual aid for 
detecting anomaly (see discontinuity figure).  The SHM is also the reference for some of the ITD metrics. 
 
Woodworth & Schlosberg, Near Field vs Far Field 
 
The SHM ITD values are provided by the Woodworth & Schlosberg (WS) model as described by Blauert in Spatial 
Hearing [11].  The WS model provides horizontal-plane ITD formulae for three distance thresholds, extreme near 
field, near field, and far field.  The model can be extended to support elevation by rotating the horizontal plane 
about the interaural axis and modifying the azimuth accordingly (sitdw()).  The following figure shows near-field 
(blue) and far-field (red) ITDs for various source-listener distances at 90° azimuth, 0° elevation (head radius = 
0.09m).   
 
 

 
Figure:  Woodworth & Schlosberg near-field (blue) and far-field (red) ITDs for a source at az 90°, el 0°. 
 
The ITD reference was originally provided by the custom SHM script sitd() intended for use with ITDs obtained 
from a 1m-radius HRTF measurement system (Snapshot).  sitd() matches sitdw() in the near field.  So, for 
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historical reasons and given the somewhat ambiguous near/far region of 1m, the near-field WS model is used.  
Note, though, some prefer the far-field formula, e.g., Minnaar et al [4], Algazi et al [10]. 
 
Spherical Head Model Parameters 
 
In addition to az, el, and range, the SHM depends on measurement radius, head radius, and speed of sound 
(SOS).  All measurement radii were assumed to be in the near field.  The following measurement radii and 
speeds of sound were compared (head radius 0.09m): 
 

System Measurement Radius 
(meters) 

Max ITD (µs) 
SOS 346 m/s 

Max ITD (µs) 
SOS 340 m/s 

ACD HeadZap 0.9 681.7 693.8 
ACD Snapshot, CIPIC 1.0 680.4 692.4 
Listen 1.9 674.9 686.8 
SHM far field 668.7 680.5 

 
The spherical head model yielded a maximum difference of about 7 µs due to differing measurement radii and 12 
µs due to differing speeds of sound (346 m/s is the default slab3d speed of sound, 340 m/s was assumed by 
Minnaar et al [4], the dry-air formula SOS = 331.4 + 0.6 Tc m/s yields 346 m/s at 75 °F and 340 m/s at 57 °F). 
 
A variety of anthropometric statistics (means and standard deviations) are published by Algazi et al [2].  These 
are used below to determine an appropriate spherical-head model radius range.  In [10], they derive spherical-
head model radii from a least-squares fit to extracted ITDs and propose an improved method for the "Estimation 
of a Spherical-Head Model from Anthropometry."  Their least-squares fit resulted in a spherical-head model radius 
range of 0.079m to 0.095m, with a mean value of 0.087m (slab3d and the slabtools assume 0.09m). 
 
Being the horizontal plane and elevations near the horizontal plane are often the primary areas of interest, a 
rough spherical-head model radius value can be computed from three of the anthropometric statistics: x1 head 
width, x3 head depth, and x16 head circumference. 
 
Averaging head width and depth (method 1) and dividing circumference by 2*pi (method 2), 95% of the cases fall 
between (meters): 
 
Method 1: 0.075  ((0.1449-2*0.0095)+(0.1996-2*.0129))/4 = 0.0749 
Method 2: 0.083  (0.5733-2*0.0247)/(2*pi) = 0.0834 
Algazi:  0.079 
 
and 
 
Method 1: 0.097  ((0.1449+2*0.0095)+(0.1996+2*.0129))/4 = 0.0973 
Method 2: 0.099  (0.5733+2*0.0247)/(2*pi) = 0.0991 
Algazi:  0.095 
 
With means: 
 
Method 1: 0.086  (0.1449+0.1996)/4 = 0.0861 
Method 2: 0.091  0.5733/(2*pi) = 0.0912 
Algazi:  0.087 
 
An approximate ITD range assuming a measurement radius of 1.0m and speed of sound of 346 m/s is: 
 

Head Radius (meters) ITD (microseconds) 
0.08 603.7 
0.09 680.4 
0.10 757.5 

 
Clearly head radius, with an approximate span of 150 µs, has a much greater impact on the resulting spherical 
head model ITDs than either measurement radius or speed of sound.  This illustrates a weakness of the present 
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vitd() display and metrics, given they assume a head radius of 0.09m.  Ideally, head radius should be taken into 
account.  Since measurement radius is fairly easy to support, it was applied to the SHM when generating 
reference ITDs. 
 
ITD Verification, Biases and Curve Shifts, Subject-Positioning Error 
 
A table of ITD metric for all SLHs found in the current directory can be generated using vcitd.m to call vitd().  See 
the vitd() function documentation for the metric definitions.  The metrics used for verification are listed in the 
Collection Verification section.  vcitd.m also displays the vitd() ITD visualization for each database; summary 
figures are displayed at completion (also in the Collection Verification section). 
 
Two ITD behaviors that were frequently observed were biases and curve shifts.  Both appear to be subject-
positioning errors and both are captured by metrics.  The ITD plot displays all azimuths at a given elevation, 
ordered az 180° proceeding counter-clockwise, with elevations ordered el 90° proceeding downwards.  A variety 
of bias patterns were noticed, e.g., only in high els, only in low els, positive at one end while negative at the other 
("diagonal bias").  These patterns could indicate various subject position shifts over the course of the 
measurement session.  "Curve shift" refers to the entire ITD curve being shifted left or right relative to the 
spherical ITDs.  This appears to imply a subject-positioning error in yaw that remained constant throughout the 
measurement session. 
 
ITD Curve Discontinuity 
 
Another frequent ITD behavior observed was curve discontinuity (i.e., curve slope changes, visual "bunching", 
uneven value distribution).  This could be due to subject movement, the ITD extraction algorithm, multiple-speaker 
issues, or other factors resulting in atypical measurement or post-processing.  This behavior was particularly 
apparent in the CIPIC data which was measured using a multi-speaker system.  The CIPIC release contains post-
processed HRTF data and ITDs extracted using a leading-edge detection algorithm.  Two metrics were created to 
capture ITD curve discontinuity, the "discontinuity" metric (the approximate derivative, max and mean) and the 
"asymmetry" metric, a symmetric-head assumption ITD value comparison.  ITD value bunching will often result in 
a high asymmetry metric. 
 
Being raw measurements are provided with the Listen data, group-delay-based ITD extraction is possible 
[4][15][16][17].  Being the ITD extraction algorithm was developed in-house, curve discontinuities due to the 
algorithm itself could be studied and eliminated.  The resulting Listen ITD data was, in general, quite smooth. 
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Figure:  A CIPIC HRTF database with ITD curve discontinuity (subject_018). 
 
Impulse Responses 
 
Displaying all database IRs simultaneously, one atop the other (see tail energy figures), allows a simple visual 
verification that, in general, the IRs follow the expected initial burst fading towards zero envelope pattern.  The IR 
decay pattern also helps inform and verify the default slab3d 128-point HRIR length (fs = 44,100Hz) and 16-point 
hanning taper.  When making database-to-database comparisons, one must keep in mind that each database has 
been individually scaled to a max absolute value of 1.0.  So, what looks like a high decay of one relative to 
another might actually be a matter of scaling.  vcir.m displays all IRs for each SLH found in the current directory.  
A popular IR display is all-IRs-per-az or all-IRs-per-el on a surface (or waterfall plot).  This display is available 
using vall() but was not used for Listen and CIPIC verification. 
 
Tail Energy 
 
The only phenomenon observed with vcir.m was the varying amount of IR tail energy from database to database.  
Again, this could simply be a matter of scaling, i.e., the larger the peak value, the greater the tail attenuation.  This 
phenomenon did lead to a quick investigation of tail energy using slight modifications to hen() and vcen.m to 
examine the energy in the last 32 IR points.  Note, as part of database conversion, a 16-point hanning taper was 
applied to the last 16 points of each IR. 
 

Collection Total Tail Energy Min Total Tail Energy Max 
CIPIC -39.1 dB  (subject_021) -29.7 dB  (subject_028) 
Listen -38.3 dB  (IRC_1055) -29.0 dB  (IRC_1014) 

 
The Listen min and max tail energy IRs are shown below.  The other Listen and CIPIC databases followed the 
same basic envelope. 
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Figure:  All HRIRs for the Listen tail energy min (IRC_1055, left) and max (IRC_1014, right) (vcir.m). 
 
Below are shown frequently observed tail energy patterns over azimuth and elevation.  The hot spot between 
±90° az and 20-40° el occurred often and can easily be explained by pinna reflections.  The CIPIC "palm tree" 
effect follows the CIPIC sagittal energy pattern (discussed later). 
 
Example tail energy stats (total and max/min/means, dB): 
 
CIPIC:  subject_015 T -32.7  L -25.4 -55.1 -32.8  R -21.8 -54.0 -32.6  L-R -3.6 -1.1 -0.2  IID 18.6 
Listen: IRC_1058    T -34.4  L -24.5 -42.1 -34.6  R -23.2 -42.3 -34.2  L-R -1.4  0.2 -0.4  IID  9.0 

 

 
Figure:  CIPIC (left) and Listen (right) tail energy az,el spatial distribution pattern (color axis -65 to -15 dB). 
 

 
Figure:  CIPIC (left) and Listen (right) tail energy metrics (vcen.m summary figures). 
 
The high Listen values are discussed later (see "pinched" section); the low value is a bad database.  
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Frequency Responses 
 
A simple but useful frequency response visualization is to plot all transfer functions (magnitude and phase) for a 
given azimuth or elevation, one atop the other (vcfreq.m/plotresp()).  Similar to the all-IRs plot, this visualization 
simply allows the viewer to verify all responses and databases follow the same basic behavior.  The responses in 
the left figure below show atypical behavior in the high-frequencies.  This behavior was noticed in some of the 
Listen databases and is discussed in the "pinched" section. 
 

 
Figure:  Elevation 0 magnitude responses for IRC_1004 (3) and IRC_1016 (13) (vcfreq.m). 
 
Frequency Response Surfaces and Head Symmetry 
 
vall() displays all frequency responses per az or el for a given el or az, respectively.  This allows one to verify the 
smooth transition of frequency peaks and valleys.  vsym(), vsym1(), vcsym.m, and hencbview.m provide 
frequency response displays emphasizing head symmetry.  One should look for az/freq or el/freq trend 
discontinuities and extreme L/R asymmetries. 
 
Energy and IID 
 
Energy and interaural-intensity difference (IID) visualizations provide useful tools for spotting trends in azimuth 
and elevation.  When using hen()/vcen.m one should look for az/el trend discontinuities and L/R asymmetries.  
The spherical display can help detect speaker and subject orientation (yaw, pitch, roll) issues.  In multi-speaker 
systems, specific speakers are typically mapped to specific sets of azimuths or elevations.  Issues can appear as 
constant az or el trends (in vertical-polar (HeadZap) or interaural-polar coordinates (CIPIC)).  The IID display, 
especially with a narrow color axis, can help detect subject-positioning errors in yaw. 
 
hencb() is similar to hen() but displays energy in a sequence of 20 critical-band plots.  Critical-band calculation 
can be a time consuming process.  hencbview.m allows the user to view pre-processed critical-band MAT files 
generated by hencbmat.m using a variety of visualizations.  Also, hencbview provides a key-command navigation 
interface allowing for quick navigation between databases and critical bands. 
 
Frequency-domain energy metrics can be generated using vcenf.m to call hcom().  The energies are calculated 
for frequencies between 20 Hz and 20 kHz.  No scaling or frequency warping is applied.  The symmetric head test 
metrics ("F" frequency comparison metrics) compare the energy in 20 critical bands for the left and mirrored-right 
ears (right ear mirrored about median plane by negating azimuth).  Critical-band processing is used to strengthen 
the perceptual relevance of the F metrics.  vcen.m and hen() can also generate energy metrics, but these include 
all frequencies, including DC bias.  vcen.m can be used with hencb() to limit the metrics to one critical band at a 
time. 
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Additional Critical-Band Metrics 
 
Additional critical-band metrics are available using the hencbview.m displays.  hencbview.m generates a different 
set of critical-band metrics for each display.  So, depending on how one iterates through the data (by database, 
critical band, or elevation), a variety of metric tables can be generated. 
 
hencbview.m views: 

1. left and right critical-band energy by az,el 
metrics: left and right max and min energies in dB 

a. per critical band for one database 
b. per database for one critical band 

2. symmetric-head test for one critical band by az,el 
metric: max of absolute value of differences in dB 

a. per critical band for one database 
b. per database for one critical band 

3. symmetric-head test RMS across all critical bands by az,el 
metric: max of critical-band RMS 

4. critical-bands mapped to elevation by az,cb 
metrics: 

a. per elevation for one database 
b. per database for one elevation 

 
"Pinched" Frequency Listen Databases 
 
An interesting phenomenon was noticed with the Listen collection when comparing the frequency-domain 
(hcom()/vcenf.m) and time-domain (hen()/vcen.m) energy metrics.  In general, the domain metrics differ by less 
than a dB.  But, for the first 12 Listen databases, differences of over a dB were noticed. 
 

  
Figure:  Left:  vcen.m display for the Listen collection (compare to figure in Collection Verification section).  Right:  
Listen frequency-domain and time-domain energy metric differences.  The left/right min energy and IID metrics 
showed the greatest difference.  The middle peak is a bad database. 
 
This was ultimately traced to a "pinching" of the compensated-data magnitude response to -10dB around 20kHz, 
i.e., the contralateral responses appear to have higher than expected gain in the high frequencies (see figures in 
the Frequency Responses section).  Using hencbview.m to view critical band 20 (17,816 Hz) also reveals 
stronger than normal contralateral energy in the first 12 databases.  The corresponding IRs were observed to 
have a low amplitude but continuous oscillation (vcir.m).  Thus, this might be a post-processing equalization 
artifact. 
 
ITD and IID Subject-Positioning Error Model 
 
Using the visualizations, certain repeated patterns were observed that suggested subject-positioning errors might 
have occurred.  For example, one of the patterns, ITD curve shift, can be explained by a constant subject-
positioning error in yaw.  But what specific patterns should one look for, in general?  The script serrvis.m allows 
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one to view the impact of subject-positioning x/y/z/yaw/pitch/roll errors on ITD and IID by modifying spherical-
head model azimuth, elevation, and range accordingly.  The results were ITD curve skew (x), bias (y), expansion-
compression (z), curve shift (yaw), no effect (pitch), and diagonal bias (roll).  Several of these behaviors were 
observed in the Listen and CIPIC ITD data.  The positioning errors are intentionally exaggerated in the figures 
below for display purposes.  Note, when converting databases to the slab3d format, ±90° elevation ITDs were set 
to 0 to reduce biharmonic spline interpolation artifacts.  Thus, these regions will differ from ITD subject-positioning 
error model predictions. 
 

 
 
Figure:  Subject-positioning error applied to spherical-head model ITD (serrvis.m). 
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The energy patterns were visualized using an IID display with a narrow color axis.  The CIPIC Snowman model 
script was used for the physical model (see the serrvis.m source code). 
  

 

 
Figure:  Subject-positioning error applied to CIPIC Snowman model IID (serrvis.m). 
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HRTF Collection Verification 
 
The visualization method of verifying HRTF databases has a few drawbacks, chief among them, subjectivity.  
When developing the visualizations, various behaviors and patterns were observed that led to a set of metrics to 
quantify them (vitd()/vcitd.m and hcom()/vcenf.m metrics).  Once one has a set of metrics and a statistically 
significant number of HRTF databases, statistical outlier rejection can be used to address the issue of subjectivity.  
Also, this automates what can be a very laborious and error prone visual detection procedure.  Of course, metrics 
can't capture all anomalous behavior and the metrics employed are actually quite simple.  So, HRTF visualization 
is still a necessary and important part of verification. 
 
Method 
 
One can make physical, psychoacoustic, or statistical arguments for the various HRTF database metric rejection 
thresholds.  All metrics should have physically-based limits given morphological constraints, but the constraints 
and the limits could be difficult to determine.  Some metrics have "expected" or "desired" values, e.g., ITD shift 0 
degrees, ITD bias 0 µs, and L-R average database energy difference near 0 dB.  A psychoacoustic argument 
based on just-noticeable-differences, etc., might be best for these.  For the others, one would probably want to 
detect statistical outliers.  If multiple database collections are available (e.g., Listen and CIPIC), one can use the 
metrics from one to inform thresholds for the other. 
 
The preferred ITD and energy metrics for HRTF database verification are listed in the tables below.  The 
spherical-head-model-referenced ITD metrics Dif, Mag, and NDif are poor rejection metrics due to their inability to 
differentiate between anomalies and head size (when individual morphological data is ignored).  Diagonal Bias 
(dbias), Maximum Discontinuity (mdis), and Maximum Asymmetry are preferable rejection metrics to Bias, Dis, 
and Asym being Bias, Dis, and Asym can average-out anomalous behavior.  The ITD metrics are not necessarily 
independent.  For example, Asym is impacted by DBias and Shift being bias and shift both introduce asymmetries 
(DBias and Shift are independent of each other, however). 
 
 
ITD Metrics 
(vcitd.m, vitd()) 

Analysis 

max, min, under, over ITD Magnitude Metrics 
reject statistical outliers 
Note:  under and over are relative to spherical head model ITD, head radius 0.09m. 

dbias, abs(shift) ITD Threshold Metrics 
always positive, 0 desired, reject over threshold 

masym, mdis ITD Threshold Metrics 
always positive, low mean expected, reject over threshold 
Note:  mdis is relative to spherical head model ITD, head radius 0.09m. 

 
 
Energy Metrics 
(vcenf.m, hcom()) 

Analysis 

maxL, minL, meanL, 
maxR, minR, meanR, 
total, maxIID 

Energy Magnitude Metrics 
reject statistical outliers 

absolute value of: 
maxD, minD, meanD 

Energy Global Asymmetry Threshold Metrics 
always positive, low mean expected, reject over threshold 

maxF, minF, meanF, 
maxE, minE, meanE 

Energy Local Asymmetry Threshold Metrics 
always positive, some mean expected, reject over threshold 
Note:  The F and E metrics should be correlated, though minE 0.0 is actually quite 
common.  The E metrics can be viewed as an approximation of the F metrics being 
they are the 20-20kHz symmetric-head energy differences instead of the RMS of the 
symmetric-head critical-band energy differences. 
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In general, when max and mean metrics are available, maxes are preferred for verification because means can 
average-out anomalous behavior.  On the other hand, one doesn't want to ignore databases with several minor 
anomalies but no major anomalies.  Asym and Dis are two metrics where frequent minor anomalous values were 
observed.  The relationship between the max and mean values are shown in the figures below.  The maxes 
appear to track the means fairly well, so for the time being, only the maxes are analyzed. 
 

 
Figure:  MAsym/Asym and MDis/Dis Metric Comparisons. 
 
The following 5-step metric-based rejection procedure was developed: 
 
1. Statistical Outlier Rejection of ITD Metrics 
2. Statistical Outlier Rejection of Energy Metrics 
3. ITD Thresholds 
4. Energy Thresholds Omitting ITD Outliers 
5. Energy Thresholds Using Minimum Collection Thresholds 
 
The rejection of statistical outliers proceeded as follows: 

1. Each collection (Listen, CIPIC) was analyzed independently with each database initially classified as 
"kept" (i.e., not rejected). 

2. The means and standard deviations for the kept database metrics were determined for all metrics in the 
table above. 

3. All databases with metrics beyond the mean ± 3 standard deviations thresholds (over/under tests in 
vcitd.m/vcenf.m output below) were rejected and the process repeated until the kept databases for the 
current iteration matched the kept databases for the previous iteration.  

 
For the threshold metrics, outliers were only determined relative to mean+3SD, the "threshold" for the first two 
phases of analysis.  Below the threshold, including below mean-3SD, would either be fine or not possible.  For the 
energy threshold metrics, if the mean+3SD threshold was below 1dB, the threshold was set to 1dB. Note, some 
rotated energy visualizations and sagittal energy patterns did not yield energy asymmetry metric outliers in step 2.  
Of course, one would have to study the perceptibility of the patterns and corresponding metrics to truly determine 
proper threshold values.  But, the energy asymmetry thresholds may be too high, at least in regards to visual 
pattern detection. 
 
Caveat:  At the time of this writing (Fall 2013), no psychoacoustic validation of this procedure has taken place.  
Also, by definition, there is a bias in this method towards average HRTFs.  A robust selection procedure (not part 
of this analysis) might benefit from retaining atypical HRTF databases for atypical subjects.  So, this procedure 
might be excessively critical.  Remember, the original goal of this effort was to simply find a few Listen and CIPIC 
databases to use with slab3d.  That being said, though, the data does suggest some issues with measurement, 
e.g., subject-positioning (ITD patterns) and multiple-speaker issues (sagittal energy pattern).  At this stage, this is 
only a first pass at a metric-based verification procedure.  The best hypothesis at this point:  if one were to 
randomly assign a Listen or CIPIC SLH HRTF database to a listener, using one of the remaining databases below 
might be your best bet. 
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Remaining Databases 
 
Remaining Listen Databases (25 of 51): 
1 2 3 4 6 9 11 14 16 17 18 21 22 30 33 34 35 36 39 40 42 44 46 48 50 
 
Remaining CIPIC Databases (6 of 45): 
5 12 28 32 40 45 
 
A Rough ITD-Based Anomaly Rating 
 
The vcitd.m summary figures display vitd() metrics for all SLH databases in the HRTF collection (Listen or CIPIC).  
The first figure, "ITD Magnitude Metrics", displays the metrics related to ITD magnitude, max, min, over, and 
under, all in µs.  The second figure, "ITD Threshold Metrics", displays the metrics related to anomalous ITD 
behavior, shift*10 in degrees, diagonal bias in µs, asymmetry in µs, and max discontinuity in µs/degree.  The third 
figure, "ITD Error", plots the metrics from the previous figure in a stacked bar graph, providing a rough visual ITD 
anomaly rating (i.e., in theory, shorter bars better, taller bars worse).  The rating is indeed quite rough given the 
amount of redundant information in the metrics, e.g., diagonal bias and curve shift both increase asymmetry.  
Scaling is also an issue.  I.e., what is the best scaling for each metric relative to the other and relative to 
perceptual significance?  The minimum collection value is subtracted from the asymmetry and maximum 
discontinuity metrics being some amount is expected and acceptable. 
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Statistical Outlier Rejection of ITD Metrics (Step 1) 
 
The vcitd.m output for the Listen and CIPIC SLHs follows. 
 
ITD Outlier Rejection - Listen (pass 2) 
 
           max     min     over   under  (all us) 
max:      706.0  -582.9   141.6   -41.3 
min:      558.8  -707.8    47.8  -140.9 
mean:     639.7  -639.2    83.4   -91.6 
stddev:    30.9    29.4    21.7    24.5 
 
max    over    732.343:  28        under   546.973:  0  
min    over   -551.083:  0         under  -727.397:  28  
over   over    148.532:  28        under    18.177:  0  
under  over    -18.168:  0         under  -164.938:  28  
 
           shift   dbias   masym   mdis 
           degs    us      us      us/deg 
max:        7.5    93.6    84.8     7.0 
min:        0.0     8.3    17.5     3.4 
mean:       2.5    43.0    48.4     4.6 
stddev:     2.2    19.1    16.0     0.8 
 
shift  over      9.054:  0  
dbias  over    100.351:  0  
masym  over     96.401:  28  
mdis   over      7.105:  28  
 
Outliers:  28 
 
ITD Outlier Rejection - CIPIC (pass 2) 
 
           max     min     over   under  (all us) 
max:      728.6  -592.2   133.0   -32.8 
min:      592.4  -693.0    41.7  -149.6 
mean:     645.0  -644.3    83.5   -95.5 
stddev:    33.3    25.0    22.9    24.1 
 
max    over    745.022:  0        under   544.943:  0  
min    over   -569.354:  9        under  -719.158:  0  
over   over    152.328:  6        under    14.639:  0  
under  over    -23.184:  0        under  -167.839:  6 9  
 
           shift   dbias   masym   mdis 
           degs    us      us      us/deg 
max:        5.0    70.8    97.2    21.4 
min:        0.0     8.9    22.8     4.5 
mean:       1.9    29.6    54.1    10.5 
stddev:     1.5    14.0    18.7     4.2 
 
shift  over      6.452:  6  
dbias  over     71.556:  6  
masym  over    110.164:  6 9  
mdis   over     23.026:  9  
 
Outliers:  6 9 
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Figure:  ITD Outlier Rejection.  Suspect databases are illustrated with vertical grey lines, means with dashed 
lines, standard-deviation thresholds with solid lines. 
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Statistical Outlier Rejection of Energy Metrics (Step 2) 
 
The vcenf.m output for the Listen and CIPIC SLHs follows. 
 
Energy Outlier Rejection - Listen (pass 4) 
 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        2.4   -17.5    -5.0     2.5   -17.1    -5.0    -5.0    20.5 
min:       -0.1   -21.2    -7.0     0.4   -20.9    -7.0    -7.0    17.5 
mean:       1.3   -19.4    -6.0     1.2   -19.3    -6.0    -6.0    19.1 
stddev:     0.5     0.9     0.5     0.5     0.9     0.5     0.5     0.9 
 
maxL   over     2.815:  0        under   -0.291:  0  
minL   over   -16.742:  0        under  -22.152:  28  
meanL  over    -4.505:  0        under   -7.555:  0  
maxR   over     2.750:  0        under   -0.268:  0  
minR   over   -16.495:  0        under  -22.188:  28  
meanR  over    -4.468:  0        under   -7.600:  0  
total  over    -4.505:  0        under   -7.558:  0  
maxID  over    21.644:  0        under   16.466:  0  
 
           maxD    minD   meanD 
max:        1.2     0.8     0.4 
min:        0.0     0.0     0.0 
mean:       0.4     0.3     0.1 
median:     0.3     0.2     0.1 
stddev:     0.3     0.2     0.1 
mn+3sd:     1.4     0.9     0.4 
mn-3sd:    -0.6    -0.4    -0.2 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minD, meanD 
 
maxD   over      1.440:  0  
minD   over      1.000:  0  
meanD  over      1.000:  0  
 
           maxF    minF   meanF    maxE      minE   meanE 
max:        7.8     1.1     2.7     7.0     0.030     1.7 
min:        3.4     0.4     1.4     1.9     0.000     0.5 
mean:       5.1     0.6     2.0     3.7     0.006     1.0 
stddev:     1.0     0.2     0.3     1.1     0.006     0.3 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minE 
 
maxF   over      7.933:  25 28 43  
minF   over      1.121:  0  
meanF  over      2.898:  28  
maxE   over      7.086:  28  
minE   over      1.000:  0  
meanE  over      1.869:  28  
 
Outliers:  25 28 43  
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Energy Outlier Rejection - CIPIC (pass 3) 
 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        5.5   -16.6    -1.5     5.4   -16.3    -1.1    -1.8    23.3 
min:        0.6   -23.1    -6.7     2.1   -23.8    -5.1    -5.7    18.2 
mean:       3.3   -19.6    -3.8     3.6   -19.7    -3.4    -3.6    21.1 
stddev:     1.0     1.6     1.1     0.6     1.6     0.9     0.9     1.2 
 
maxL   over     6.269:  0        under    0.427:  19  
minL   over   -14.862:  0        under  -24.322:  0  
meanL  over    -0.401:  0        under   -7.150:  0  
maxR   over     5.405:  34       under    1.768:  3 23 44  
minR   over   -14.880:  0        under  -24.611:  0  
meanR  over    -0.863:  34       under   -5.989:  3 23 44  
total  over    -0.950:  34       under   -6.194:  0  
maxID  over    24.763:  3 19     under   17.434:  0  
 
           maxD    minD   meanD 
max:        2.8     1.8     2.0 
min:        0.0     0.0     0.0 
mean:       0.8     0.7     0.8 
stddev:     0.7     0.5     0.6 
 
maxD   over      2.875:  3 19 23 44  
minD   over      2.085:  6 11 23 44  
meanD  over      2.639:  3 11 19 23 44  
 
           maxF    minF   meanF    maxE      minE   meanE 
max:        8.4     1.2     3.3     7.2     0.005     2.4 
min:        3.7     0.4     1.6     2.0     0.000     0.5 
mean:       5.9     0.8     2.4     4.6     0.001     1.3 
stddev:     1.2     0.2     0.4     1.3     0.001     0.5 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minE 
 
maxF   over      9.478:  0  
minF   over      1.437:  23 42 44  
meanF  over      3.730:  3 23  
maxE   over      8.590:  0  
minE   over      1.000:  44  
meanE  over      2.684:  3 11 23 44  
 
Outliers:  3 6 11 19 23 34 42 44  
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Figure:  Energy Outlier Rejection.  Suspect databases are illustrated with vertical grey lines, means with dashed 
lines, standard-deviation thresholds with solid lines. 
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ITD Thresholds (Step 3) 
 
Using the visualization tools, the observed patterns appear to indicate much of the variability in ITD behavior is 
due to subject positioning, subject movement, and/or ITD extraction instead of morphological variability.  Thus, it 
was assumed that extreme ITD metric values were likely the result of measurement and/or post-processing error.  
The ITD Threshold determination script ithresh.m uses the results of vcitd.m to determine the dbias, abs(shift), 
asym, and mdis thresholds for the ITD Threshold Metrics.  Being the mean ITD Magnitude Metric values for the 
Listen and CIPIC HRTFs were in the same ballpark (see below), the databases were combined for rejection 
based on the ITD Threshold Metrics (51 Listen, 45 CIPIC). 
 
Listen 
           max     min     over   under  (all us) 
max:      706.0  -582.9   141.6   -41.3 
min:      558.8  -707.8    47.8  -140.9 
mean:     639.7  -639.2    83.4   -91.6 
stddev:    30.9    29.4    21.7    24.5 
mn+3sd:   732.3  -551.1   148.5   -18.2 
mn-3sd:   547.0  -727.4    18.2  -164.9 
 
CIPIC 
           max     min     over   under  (all us) 
max:      728.6  -592.2   133.0   -32.8 
min:      592.4  -693.0    41.7  -149.6 
mean:     645.0  -644.3    83.5   -95.5 
stddev:    33.3    25.0    22.9    24.1 
mn+3sd:   745.0  -569.4   152.3   -23.2 
mn-3sd:   544.9  -719.2    14.6  -167.8 
 
For each of the ITD Threshold Metrics, a value near 0 is expected and/or desired.  Thus, the databases can be 
sorted low-to-high for each of the four ITD Threshold Metrics.  The 64 best databases (out of 96) for each of the 
four ITD Threshold Metrics were then statistically analyzed.  The metric thresholds were set to the mean plus 
three standard deviations.  All databases were compared to these thresholds, rejecting those above.  The 
intersection of the remaining HRTFs for each metric determined the kept HRTFs; the others were rejected.  This 
algorithm rejected all databases rejected using the ITD metric statistical outlier method and several additional 
databases. 
 
The two main parameters of this approach are the number of "best" databases to use (64) and the number of 
standard deviations to use for the rejection thresholds (3).  A quick visual inspection was performed to verify 64 
and 3 were decent starting values (i.e., caught anomalous behavior). 
 
Total:  96  Using:  64 
 
           shift   dbias   masym   mdis 
           degs    us      us      us/deg 
max:        2.5    42.2    56.5     7.9 
min:        0.0     8.3    17.5     3.4 
mean:       1.2    26.3    41.5     5.0 
stddev:     1.0     8.6     9.5     1.1 
mn+3sd:     4.3    52.2    70.1     8.4  <<<<  THRESHOLDS 
mn-3sd:    -1.8     0.4    12.8     1.5 
keptL:       44      34      45      50  intersect:  28 
keptC:       41      40      34      15  intersect:  13 
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Listen - intersection, aka kept (of 1-51) 
 
     1     2     3     4     6     9    11    14    16    17 
    18    20    21    22    25    30    33    34    35    36 
    39    40    42    43    44    46    48    50 
 
Note: 25 and 43 are Energy Outliers. 
 
 
CIPIC - intersection, aka kept (of 1-45) 
 
     1     5     8    12    14    21    24    28    31    32 
    37    40    45 
 
 

 
 
Figure:  Suspect databases are illustrated with vertical grey lines, means with dashed lines, standard-deviation 
thresholds with solid lines. 
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Energy Thresholds Omitting ITD Outliers (Step 4) 
 
The Listen and CIPIC collections exhibited somewhat unique behavior in regards to the energy metrics (see 
below), e.g., the CIPIC collection exhibited more variability than the Listen collection and some means differed by 
more than 2dB.  Thus, the merged collection approach used with the ITD metrics was not used with the energy 
metrics. 
 
Listen 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        2.4   -17.5    -5.0     2.5   -17.1    -5.0    -5.0    20.5 
min:       -0.1   -21.2    -7.0     0.4   -20.9    -7.0    -7.0    17.5 
mean:       1.3   -19.4    -6.0     1.2   -19.3    -6.0    -6.0    19.1 
stddev:     0.5     0.9     0.5     0.5     0.9     0.5     0.5     0.9 
mn+3sd:     2.8   -16.7    -4.5     2.7   -16.5    -4.5    -4.5    21.6 
mn-3sd:    -0.3   -22.2    -7.6    -0.3   -22.2    -7.6    -7.6    16.5 
 
CIPIC 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        5.5   -16.6    -1.5     5.4   -16.3    -1.1    -1.8    23.3 
min:        0.6   -23.1    -6.7     2.1   -23.8    -5.1    -5.7    18.2 
mean:       3.3   -19.6    -3.8     3.6   -19.7    -3.4    -3.6    21.1 
stddev:     1.0     1.6     1.1     0.6     1.6     0.9     0.9     1.2 
mn+3sd:     6.3   -14.9    -0.4     5.4   -14.9    -0.9    -0.9    24.8 
mn-3sd:     0.4   -24.3    -7.1     1.8   -24.6    -6.0    -6.2    17.4 
 
The energy metrics also lacked clear desired and theoretical values.  If one assumes the ITD analysis correctly 
determines the databases with the least measurement and post-processing error, the "kept" ITD databases can 
be used to further refine the post-outlier-rejection energy metric means and standard deviations (i.e., using the 
iterative statistical rejection process but including the ITD rejects with the energy rejects). 
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Energy Thresholds Omitting ITD Outliers - Listen (pass 2) 
 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        2.1   -17.5    -5.0     2.5   -17.1    -5.0    -5.0    20.5 
min:       -0.1   -21.2    -6.8     0.4   -20.9    -6.8    -6.8    17.5 
mean:       1.3   -19.4    -5.9     1.2   -19.2    -5.9    -5.9    19.0 
stddev:     0.6     0.9     0.6     0.6     0.9     0.6     0.6     0.9 
 
maxL   over     2.933:  0        under   -0.370:  0  
minL   over   -16.644:  0        under  -22.131:  28  
meanL  over    -4.220:  0        under   -7.603:  0  
maxR   over     2.923:  0        under   -0.471:  0  
minR   over   -16.416:  0        under  -22.080:  28  
meanR  over    -4.229:  0        under   -7.615:  0  
total  over    -4.234:  0        under   -7.599:  0  
maxID  over    21.700:  0        under   16.318:  0  
 
           maxD    minD   meanD 
max:        1.1     0.8     0.3 
min:        0.0     0.0     0.0 
mean:       0.4     0.3     0.1 
stddev:     0.3     0.2     0.1 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minD, meanD 
 
maxD   over      1.375:  0  
minD   over      1.000:  0  
meanD  over      1.000:  0  
 
           maxF    minF   meanF    maxE      minE   meanE 
max:        5.9     1.0     2.4     5.2     0.030     1.3 
min:        3.4     0.4     1.4     1.9     0.000     0.5 
mean:       4.6     0.6     1.8     3.3     0.005     0.9 
stddev:     0.7     0.2     0.3     0.9     0.007     0.2 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minE 
 
maxF   over      6.831:  13 20 25 28 43 45  
minF   over      1.084:  0  
meanF  over      2.685:  28  
maxE   over      5.926:  5 20 28  
minE   over      1.000:  0  
meanE  over      1.566:  24 28 38  
 
Outliers:  5 13 20 24 25 28 38 43 45  
 
Previous Outliers:  25 28 43  
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Energy Thresholds Omitting ITD Outliers - CIPIC (pass 1) 
 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        5.5   -16.6    -2.0     4.2   -16.5    -2.3    -2.2    23.3 
min:        0.6   -23.1    -6.0     2.8   -23.8    -4.5    -5.1    19.3 
mean:       3.1   -19.7    -3.8     3.4   -19.9    -3.4    -3.6    21.2 
stddev:     1.1     2.0     1.1     0.4     2.1     0.9     0.9     1.2 
 
maxL   over     6.508:  0        under   -0.322:  0  
minL   over   -13.683:  0        under  -25.786:  0  
meanL  over    -0.413:  0        under   -7.158:  0  
maxR   over     4.626:  20 34    under    2.261:  3 10 23 44  
minR   over   -13.476:  0        under  -26.347:  0  
meanR  over    -0.791:  34       under   -6.052:  3 23 44  
total  over    -0.840:  34       under   -6.324:  0  
maxID  over    24.848:  3 19     under   17.498:  0  
 
           maxD    minD   meanD 
max:        2.8     1.3     1.6 
min:        0.1     0.1     0.0 
mean:       0.8     0.7     0.6 
stddev:     0.8     0.3     0.6 
 
maxD   over      3.177:  3 19 23 44  
minD   over      1.690:  6 11 19 22 23 44  
meanD  over      2.479:  3 11 19 23 44  
 
           maxF    minF   meanF    maxE      minE   meanE 
max:        7.2     1.1     2.9     5.2     0.002     1.9 
min:        3.7     0.5     1.6     2.0     0.000     0.5 
mean:       5.1     0.8     2.2     3.7     0.001     1.0 
stddev:     1.0     0.2     0.4     0.9     0.001     0.4 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minE 
 
maxF   over      8.179:  2 3 6  
minF   over      1.344:  23 42 44  
meanF  over      3.299:  3 23 26 42 44  
maxE   over      6.317:  3 6 7 10 19 26 27  
minE   over      1.000:  44  
meanE  over      2.373:  3 11 23 26 42 44  
 
Outliers:  2 3 6 7 10 11 19 20 22 23 26 27 34 42 44  
 
Previous Outliers:  3 6 11 19 23 34 42 44  
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Energy Thresholds Using Minimum Collection Thresholds (Step 5) 
 
An unknown at this point was the amount of metric variability due to subject variability (e.g., morphology, 
hairstyle) and the amount due to potential measurement or post-processing error.  Thus, the collection with the 
minimum variability, Listen, was used to determine the Asymmetry Metric thresholds.  For Listen, these thresholds 
were already applied during the previous step.  For CIPIC, the Listen thresholds replaced CIPIC's mean+3SD 
Asymmetry thresholds. 
 
Applying Listen Asymmetry Thresholds to CIPIC (pass 2) 
 
           maxL    minL   meanL    maxR    minR   meanR   total   maxID 
max:        3.9   -17.3    -2.7     3.7   -16.5    -2.3    -2.5    22.8 
min:        1.7   -21.1    -5.4     2.8   -21.8    -4.5    -4.9    19.3 
mean:       3.0   -19.2    -3.8     3.2   -19.3    -3.5    -3.6    20.8 
stddev:     0.7     1.6     1.0     0.3     2.2     0.9     1.0     1.3 
 
maxL   over     5.165:  14 34               under    0.924:  19 21  
minL   over   -14.276:  0                   under  -24.162:  0  
meanL  over    -0.688:  0                   under   -6.870:  0  
maxR   over     4.144:  4 8 18 19 20 30 34  under    2.293:  3 10 23 44  
minR   over   -12.739:  0                   under  -25.842:  0  
meanR  over    -0.667:  34                  under   -6.308:  3  
total  over    -0.730:  34                  under   -6.525:  0  
maxID  over    24.590:  3 19                under   17.067:  0  
 
           maxD    minD   meanD 
max:        1.1     0.8     0.9 
min:        0.1     0.3     0.0 
mean:       0.4     0.6     0.3 
stddev:     0.4     0.2     0.3 
mn+3sd:     1.5     1.2     1.3 
 
CIPIC* Thresholds:  3.1767  1.6895  2.4794  pass 1 
CIPIC* Thresholds:  1.5299  1.1788  1.3346  pass 2 
Listen Thresholds:  1.3746  1.0000  1.0000 
* CIPIC thresholds overridden by Listen thresholds 
 
maxD   over      1.375:  2 3 9 10 11 14 19 20 21 23 33 44  
minD   over      1.000:  6 7 8 9 11 19 20 21 22 23 26 27 33 44  
meanD  over      1.000:  1 2 3 4 7 10 11 17 19 20 21 22 23 26 31 33 37 42 43 44  
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           maxF    minF   meanF    maxE      minE   meanE 
max:        5.9     1.0     2.3     4.0     0.002     0.9 
min:        3.7     0.5     1.6     2.0     0.000     0.5 
mean:       4.7     0.7     2.0     3.1     0.001     0.7 
stddev:     0.9     0.2     0.3     0.7     0.001     0.2 
mn+3sd:     7.6     1.2     2.7     5.3     0.003     1.2 
 
Thresholds set to 1.0 dB: minE 
 
CIPIC* Thresholds:  8.1795  1.3444  3.2995  6.3166  1.0000  2.3732  pass 1 
CIPIC* Thresholds:  7.5559  1.2077  2.7392  5.2714  1.0000  1.1771  pass 2 
Listen Thresholds:  6.8308  1.0844  2.6853  5.9260  1.0000  1.5664 
* CIPIC thresholds overridden by Listen thresholds even if CIPIC lower because of 
threshold definitions for this phase of analysis 
 
maxF   over      6.831:  2 3 4 6 7 11 22 23 24 25 26 27 33  
minF   over      1.084:  2 3 6 18 19 23 30 42 43 44  
meanF  over      2.685:  2 3 6 7 9 11 17 18 19 22 23 25 26 31 33 42 43 44  
maxE   over      5.926:  2 3 6 7 10 19 22 23 26 27 33 36 42 44  
minE   over      1.000:  44  
meanE  over      1.566:  1 2 3 6 7 9 11 19 22 23 25 26 31 33 37 42 44  
 
Outliers:  1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 14 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 30 31 33 34 36 
37 42 43 44  
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Figure:  Energy Metrics After Removal of ITD Rejects and the Application of Listen Thresholds.  Suspect 
databases are illustrated with vertical grey lines, means with dashed lines, standard-deviation thresholds with 
solid lines. 
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Metric Summary 
 
ITD Metrics S1Lm S1Lsd S1Cm S1Csd S3LCm S3LCsd 
max (µs) 639.7 30.9 645.0 33.3   
min (µs) -639.2 29.4 -644.3 25.0   
over (µs) 83.4 83.4 83.5 22.9   
under (µs) -91.6 24.5 -95.5 24.1   
shift (°) 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.0 
dbias (µs) 43.0 19.1 29.6 14.0 26.3 8.6 
masym (µs) 48.4 16.0 54.1 18.7 41.5 9.5 
mdis(µs/°) 4.6 0.8 10.5 4.2 5.0 1.1 
Outliers 28 6,9 * 

 
* Listen: 5,7,8,10,12,13,15,19,23,24,26,27,28,29,31,32,37,38,41,45,47,49,51 
  CIPIC: 2,3,4,6,7,9,10,11,13,15,16,17,18,19,20,22,23,25,26,27,29,30,33,34,35,36,38,39,41,42,43,44 
 
Energy 
Metrics (dB) S2Lm S2Lsd S2Cm S2Csd S4Lm S4Lsd S4Cm S4Csd S5Cm S5Csd 
maxL 1.3 0.5 3.3 1.0 1.3 0.6 3.1 1.1 3.0 0.7 
minL -19.4 0.9 -19.6 1.6 -19.4 0.9 -19.7 2.0 -19.2 1.6 
meanL -6.0 0.5 -3.8 1.1 -5.9 0.6 -3.8 1.1 -3.8      1.0 
maxR 1.2 0.5 3.6 0.6 1.2 0.6 3.4 0.4 3.2 0.3 
minR -19.3 0.9 -19.7 1.6 -19.2 0.9 -19.9 2.1 -19.3 2.2 
meanR -6.0 0.5 -3.4 0.9 -5.9 0.6      -3.4 0.9 -3.5 0.9      
total -6.0 0.5 -3.6 0.9 -5.9 0.6      -3.6 0.9 -3.6 1.0 
maxID 19.1 0.9 21.1 1.2 19.0 0.9 21.2 1.2 20.8 1.3 
maxD 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 
minD 0.3 0.2      0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.2 
meanD 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3 
maxF 5.1 1.0 5.9 1.2 4.6 0.7    5.1 1.0 4.7 0.9 
minF 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.2 
meanF 2.0 0.3 2.4 0.4 1.8 0.3 2.2 0.4 2.0 0.3      
maxE 3.7 1.1 4.6 1.3      3.3 0.9 3.7 0.9 3.1 0.7 
minE 0.006 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.007 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
meanE 1.0 0.3 1.3 0.5 0.9 0.2 1.0 0.4 0.7 0.2 
Outliers 25,28,43 3,6,11,19,23,34, 

42,44  
5,13,20,24,25, 
28,38,43,45 

2,3,6,7,10,11,19, 
20,22,23,26,27, 
34,42,44 

* 

 
* CIPIC: 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,14,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,30,31,33,34,36,37,42,43,44 
 
Italics: The corresponding thresholds were overridden by Listen thresholds. 
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Visualization, Metric, and Listening-Test Corroboration 
 
Ideally, the verification results should be consistent across the various domains and their permutations - IRs, 
ITDs, frequency responses, energies, critical-band energies, visualizations, metrics, and listening.  Indeed, 
phenomena observed in one domain are often observable in another, e.g., a shifted ITD visualization also 
appearing in the ITD shift metric, a rotated IID visualization, and a shifted audio image.  Of course, cross-domain 
consistency is also useful for verifying the metrics and tools.  In addition, domain corroboration can help 
determine the underlying cause of the phenomena observed, e.g., subject positioning, speaker positioning, ITD 
extraction, response equalization, etc. (i.e., building a case, HRTF forensics). 
 
Suggested metric corroborations: 

• view kept/rejected SLHs using slabtool visualizations 
• vcitd.m/vitd() - ITDs 
• vcen.m/hen() - left and right HRIR energies, IID (e.g., ~0 dB median plane IIDs should match ~0 

µs ITDs or anomalies should be consistent) 
• vcsym.m/vsym1() - symmetric head visualization, all az mag responses for a given el 
• hencbview.m - multiple critical-band displays 

• listen to kept/rejected SLHs using HeadMatch (keeping in mind individual differences) 
• az 0° - listen for L/R sound image shift 
• az 180° - listen for L/R sound image shift 
• el 0° ring trajectory in horizontal plane - listen for image spatial jitter, timbre fluctuations, and 

plane tilt 
 
Note, one script, henitd(), is specifically for IID/ITD corroboration.  It allows IID and ITD data to be viewed 
simultaneously using hen()-like displays.  It can be substituted for hen() in vcen.m. 
 
ITD Curve Shift and Energy Rotation, ITD bias and Energy Shift 
 
It might be possible to see the ITD shift metric reflected in the HRIR energy pattern displayed by vcen.m/hen().  
The displayed energy distribution tends to show the hotter ipsalateral region rotated a few degrees towards the 
contralateral ear (see left figure).  Large shifts, e.g., 7.5 degrees (see right figure), tend to rotate the energy 
pattern one way or the other about the vertical axis.  If one visualizes the database grid as speaker locations with 
the subject seated in the middle, facing 0 az, 0 el, a positive shift means the subject is yawed left, negative shift, 
yawed right.  The shift is most visible in the ear towards which the subject is turned being the energy pattern's 
rotation towards the contralateral ear is then countered.  This results in a visually balanced energy distribution.  
The shift/energy correlation is a bit more difficult to detect in the CIPIC data due to the variation in energy 
patterns, but it does still appear to be present (e.g., subject_012). 
 

 
Figure:  Shift 0.0 and 7.5 degrees (IRC_1005 and IRC_1006, respectively). 
 
In addition to HRIR energies, vcen.m/hen() can be used to visualize IIDs (interaural intensity differences).  Again, 
high ITD shift metrics should be observable as sphere rotations.  Conceptually, ITD and IID are related in that 
ITDs are L/R-relative propagation delays and IIDs are L/R-relative energies.  The key is to focus on the head's 
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approximate 0dB IID region running along the intersection of the head with the median plane (akin to the 0µs axis 
in the vitd() display).  In the IID visualization, the "Left Ear" energy is replaced by the left-ear minus right-ear 
energy and the "Right Ear" energy is replaced by the right-ear minus left-ear energy.  Thus, one is simply the 
colormap inversion of the other.  The visualization typically spans 54dB (-27dB to 27dB) with the "jet" colormap 
spanning from dark blue (low) to green (0) to dark red (high).  54dB captures the entire IID spans of the CIPIC 
and Listen HRTF collections.  This span can be narrowed to 2dB (-1dB to 1dB) to highlight the region of ~0dB IID. 
 
Below are listed the ITD Threshold Metrics for three Listen HRTF databases, one with relatively good metrics 
(IRC_1054), one with a bad shift metric (IRC_1059), and one with a bad dbias metric (IRC_1013): 
 
10 IRC_1013  shift   3.75  masym  62.3  mdis  5.562  dbias  73.8 
46 IRC_1054  shift   0.00  masym  19.2  mdis  4.289  dbias  14.2 
51 IRC_1059  shift   7.50  masym  73.9  mdis  5.677  dbias  30.9 
 
We know from the subject-positioning error model (serrvis.m) figures that yaw errors correspond to ITD curve shift 
(shift metric), y-axis errors to ITD curve bias (dbias metric), and roll errors to ITD curve diagonal bias (dbias 
metric).  The figures that follow show that the two visualizations, IID and ITD, and the two metrics, shift and dbias, 
all yield consistent results. 
 

 
Figure:  IRC_1054 (good metrics) IID, left color axis -27dB to 27dB, right color axis -1dB to 1dB.  The Listen 
measurement grid is shown using white points and the median plane is shown as a vertical line.  The 0-elevation 
azimuth locations are measured at 15° intervals and appear around the outer edge of the sphere.  These can 
serve as angular reference points with the topmost one being 0 degrees, proceeding in increments of +15° yaw to 
the left and -15° yaw to the right. 
 
The standard IID distribution (left) looks as one might expect; nothing "pops out" of the visualization.  Simply 
narrowing the color axis highlights yaw movement that might have occurred between the 0° and 30° elevation 
rings (three outermost rings, out-to-in, 0°, 15°, 30°).  But, note, some asymmetry is inevitable; the span between 
dark red and dark blue is only 2dB.  Whatever yaw error existed, it was not regular enough to impact the ITD shift 
metric.  This highlights a shortcoming of the shift metric:  it is mainly limited to detecting a yaw positioning error 
that remained constant (or, at least, fairly regular) throughout the measurement session. 
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Figure:  IID, left: IRC_1059, shift metric = 7.5°; right: IRC_1013, dbias metric = 73.8µs (shift 3.75°). 
 
In the left figure above, one can see the yaw positioning error maintained throughout the measurement being the 
IID pattern appears rotated by a 7.5° angle.  In fact, the yaw error might have been worse for some of the rear 
elevated measurements.  But, note, a fanning-out effect towards the rear of the head was frequently observed, so 
this might also be due to head geometry and acoustic wave behavior (see Snowman IID figures) or other natural 
phenomena such as hair effects. 
 
In the right figure above, the IID pattern appears shifted towards the left in the top view and shifted towards the 
right in the bottom view (bottom hemisphere, but still viewed from above as if top hemisphere removed).  The 
subject-positioning error model predicts that this would cause an ITD curve diagonal bias.  The amount of 
diagonal bias is calculated by the ITD dbias metric.  The dbias metric for this database is, in fact, fairly extreme, 
indicating a roll or y-axis positioning error was likely.  To distinguish between a diagonal bias (roll error) and a 
one-sided bias (y-axis error), one needs to view the vitd() visualization. 
 
The vitd() ITD plots are shown below for the three databases above. 
 

 
Figure:  ITD plot, good metrics. 
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Figure:  ITD plot, left: shift metric = 7.5°, right: dbias metric = 73.8µs (shift 3.75°). 
 
All three ITD plots are consistent with the IID plots and the metrics.  Further, the diagonal bias observed in the 
right figure clarifies that the likely subject-positioning error present was a roll error rather than a y-axis error. 
 
Though less obvious than the ITD and IID displays, one might be able to visualize yaw error in the hencbview.m 
displays as well.  The contralateral-ear constructive and destructive interference pattern found in the higher critical 
bands in the neighborhood of az 90°, el 0° can serve as an indicator of potential subject-positioning issues.  This 
pattern is often found to be symmetric.  But, a constant shift in azimuth of one ear relative to the other has been 
noticed and this shift has been found to correspond to high ITD shift metric values.  This behavior would appear to 
indicate a constant subject-positioning yaw error during measurement. 
 
 

 
Listen Collection Results 
 
Before the metrics were developed, visualizations were used to verify the Listen-to-SLH conversion process.  The 
following behaviors were noticed using vcsym.m/vsym(), the vcen.m/hen() spherical display, hencbview critical 
band 20, and hlab().  These were just the first few noticed; the emphasis quickly turned to metrics.  The lcheck.m 
script was written to verify the behaviors noted below in the native Listen format. 
 

Original Listen Energy Visualization "Suspects" 
Index Database Notes 
13 IRC_1016.slh 75,45 L - energy hot spot, IR oscillation, high-freq peak 

150,60 L - hot 
20 IRC_1025.slh 120,15 R - energy cold spot, low IR, low mag response 
25 IRC_1031.slh -75,45 and -135,45 L,R - lowpass (fc 13kHz), vsym black patches, IR min-phase initial 

peak with slow onset, smooth IR 
28 IRC_1034.slh looping through responses, several flat (just noise) IRs (e.g., -45,-15, -45,-30), 

anomalies in several displays, energy cold spots, etc. 
43 IRC_1051.slh 30,60 L,R - lowpass (fc 14kHz), vsym black patches, IR min-phase initial peak with 

slow onset, just like 1031 
 
IRC_1034 (28) appears to be a bad database.  It was an ITD and Energy metric outlier. 
 
IRC_1031 (25) and IRC_1051 (43) exhibited similar visualization behavior (albeit at different elevations) and both 
were ITD and Energy metric outliers (maxF metric). 
 
By the end of the 5-step elimination process, the first two visualization suspects were eliminated as well.  Though, 
neither were step 1 or 2 outliers (within collection analysis).  13 was eliminated due to ITD Thresholds in step 3 
and again due to revised energy thresholds in step 4.  20 was eliminated in step 4 as well.  
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Subject-Positioning Error Patterns 
 
Subject-positioning error ITD patterns (e.g., curve shift, bias) were noticed in several databases.  In fact, this 
motivated the development of the ITD metrics and the metric outlier removal process.  Note, simple within 
collection outlier removal (step 1) did not eliminate these databases.  It wasn't until the development of the ITD 
Thresholds (step 3) that the databases with the more pronounced ITD patterns were removed. 
 
 

 
CIPIC Collection Results 
 
Before the metrics were developed, visualizations were used to verify the CIPIC-to-SLH conversion process.  Like 
Listen, ITD subject-positioning error patterns were observed in some CIPIC databases.  Two unique behaviors 
stood out, ITD curve discontinuity and a sagittal energy pattern.   
 
ITD Curve Discontinuity 
 
When using vcitd.m/vitd() to view the CIPIC SLH ITD data, one notices quite a bit of discontinuity in the data 
points (an uneven distribution, or "bunching", of values).  But, this is not always the case, e.g., subject_165 (index 
45) has a particularly standard ITD curve (so too, 003, 021).  Being the SLH ITD data was spherically interpolated 
from the CIPIC az,el data grid to the slab3d grid using map2map(), the ccheck.m script was used to examine 
CIPIC ITDs in their native format.  The discontinuities were noticed in the native ITD data as well. 
 

 
Figure:  subject_018 ITD data discontinuity in native format (red line = SHM) (compare to vitd() curve in 
visualization section). 
 
Sagittal Energy Pattern 
 
When using vcen.m/hen() to examine HRTF energy, several CIPIC databases exhibit a sagittal energy pattern 
(shown below).  The visualization on the right is overlaid with the CIPIC measurement grid where each sagittal 
line corresponds to the same speaker.  Thus, this appears to be due to speaker calibration or compensation 
issues. 
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Figure:  CIPIC sagittal energy pattern, subject_135. 
 
Subject/Location/Ear Variability 
 
Several CIPIC databases have symmetric-head test RMS and total energy differences that are fairly high relative 
to the Listen metrics (step 5).  When listening to noise source circular trajectories, image timbre and/or loudness 
discontinuities were noticed more than spatial warping or L/R level differences (a brief fluttering effect).  This 
would be consistent with the sagittal energy patterns observed using the energy visualizations.  Some spatial 
image jitter was also noticed which would be consistent with ITD curve discontinuity.  When examining the ITD 
and Energy summary figures in the Collection Verification section, one also notices more metric variability from 
subject-to-subject than present in the Listen collection.  And the Energy Magnitude Metrics exhibit more left-
ear/right-ear energy differences than the Listen data.  The subject, location, and ear metric variability is reflected 
in the ITD and energy visualizations as well. 
 
 

 
slab3d Default HRTF 
 
slab3d's default HRTF database, jdm.slh, was measured using the Snapshot HRTF measurement system.  ITDs 
were generated by the Snapshot software.  Anomalous (discontinuous) ITDs were hand-corrected using 
symmetric-head values.  So, how does jdm.slh relate to the HRTF verification discussed in previous sections? 
 
First, we examine ITDs: 
 
>> h=slab2sarc('c:\slab3d\hrtf\jdm.slh'); 
>> vitd(h,[],[],0,'b.-',1,1,1,1); 
max 945.1  min -784.1  bias  -4.1  ndif  4.0  dif 56.3  mag  52.3 
under  -32.1  over 264.6  dis 1.125  shift   0.00  masym  80.5  mdis  7.318 
maxBias   0.5   0  minBias -10.0  54  diagBias  10.4  asym  9.0 
 
Looking at the left figure below, the jdm.slh ITDs appear to be somewhat large relative to the spherical-head 
model (average head, r = 0.09m).  For reference, we examine a large-ITD Listen database, IRC_1037: 
 
>> h2=slab2sarc('IRC_1037.slh'); 
>> vitd(h2,[],[],0,'b.-',1,1,1,1.9); 
max 706.0  min -701.1  bias  -5.1  ndif 12.1  dif 22.3  mag  10.2 
under  -64.6  over 126.6  dis 0.628  shift   1.88  masym  42.4  mdis  5.449 
maxBias  24.2 -45  minBias -28.7  45  diagBias  53.0  asym 15.1 
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Figure:  Large ITDs, slab3d default jdm.slh (left) and Listen IRC_1037 (right). 
 
jdm.slh would be a max, min, and over outlier using the Listen and CIPIC ITD Magnitude Metric thresholds (step 
1) and a masym outlier using the ITD Thresholds (step 3). 
 
Next we examine energy.  hcom() is used for energy metrics and hen() for energy visualization (hen()'s time-
domain metrics include frequencies outside the audible range). 
 
hcom() key:  T = total, L = left ear, R = right ear, D = L-R difference, IID = max IID, RMS = critical-band 
symmetric-head test RMS, E = total energy symmetric-head test.  Triples are max, min, mean.  All values are in 
dB. 
 
>> hcom( h, [], 'l', -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 ); 
T -5.9  L  1.5 -27.9 -5.9  R  2.3 -28.2 -5.9  D -0.8  0.3 -0.0  IID 28.0 
RMS  3.5  0.4  1.4  E  3.1  0.0  0.6 
 
>> hen(h,1,0,[],[],1,1,1);  
T -6.2  L  1.3 -28.3 -6.2  R  2.1 -28.5 -6.2  D -0.8  0.2 -0.0  IID 28.3 
 

 
Figure:  hen() for jdm.slh, color axis -30 to 6 dB. 
 
jdm.slh would be a minL, minR, and maxID outlier using the CIPIC energy thresholds (step 5).  Interestingly, 
except for the masym metric, all jdm.slh outliers err towards exaggerated spatial cues, i.e., exaggerated ITD and 
IID. 
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Conclusions and Future Directions 
 
The Listen and CIPIC collections are excellent resources for HRTF-based spatial rendering.  As mentioned 
previously, the 5-step rejection procedure used in this analysis has not been perceptually validated and could 
easily be considered overly critical.  That being said, though, the visualizations and metrics do appear to indicate 
the presence of subject-positioning artifacts in both the Listen and CIPIC data.  Of course, accurate human 
subject positioning is very difficult and some level of positioning error will likely exist.  The CIPIC speaker sagittal 
energy pattern, ITD discontinuity, and subject/location/ear variability suggests, at a minimum, measurement 
system and/or post-processing artifacts exist in the data.  Of course, the perceptibility of the observed phenomena 
is most important and that has not been investigated in depth.  Preliminary listening tests with three lab personnel 
indicated the larger the shift metric, the more likely a listener was to judge an az0,el0 or az180,el0 noise source 
shifted left/right.  Similarly, the greater the CIPIC asymmetry and discontinuity metrics, the more likely a listener 
was to hear timbre and/or loudness discontinuities and spatial image jitter during horizontal-plane circular 
trajectories. 
 
This effort consisted of three steps: convert the Listen and CIPIC collections to the slab3d SLH format, verify that 
conversion, and select a subset for general use.  Though potentially too limited a subset, the following Listen and 
CIPIC HRTF databases should yield good results with slab3d: 
 
Listen:  1 2 3 4 6 9 11 14 16 17 18 21 22 30 33 34 35 36 39 40 42 44 46 48 50 
 
CIPIC:  5 12 28 32 40 45 
 
Perceptual Validation 
 
Thus far, this discussion has focused on verification.  Verification is often defined as adhering to specifications, 
e.g., ensuring the converted Listen and CIPIC HRTF databases contain usable and sensible HRIR and ITD data 
for rendering.  Validation, on the other hand, is often defined as fitting the intended purpose, e.g., ensuring the 
HRTF databases properly provide spatial auditory cues to a subject.  The 5-step procedure, the thresholds, and 
the resultant kept/rejected databases would all benefit from perceptual validation.  In theory, subjects should 
perform better with kept databases than with rejected databases. 
 
HRTF Selection 
 
Once one has a corpus of HRTFs, how does one choose the best HRTF database for a subject?  There have 
been a variety of methods proposed, e.g., two-step [5], tournament [6], cepstrum reduction [7], and 
anthropometric [8][9].  The slab3d utility HeadMatch allows for the rapid comparison of different HRTF databases, 
but it doesn't presently have a selection process where a large number of databases are reduced to a best-fit 
database in a sequence of steps. 
 
Metrics, Thresholds, Anomaly Rating, Subject Positioning 
 
The proposed metrics and 5-step threshold procedure is an initial pass at verification.  The metrics themselves 
are quite simple and more sophisticated metrics should be possible.  For example, HRTFs should contain 
relatively smooth frequency peak/valley trends across azimuth and elevation.  A metric quantifying frequency 
trend discontinuity would be quite useful (this is presently verified using visualization). Threshold parameters such 
as the number of standard deviations to use for outlier rejection should be tuned to the individual threshold, to 
both the meaning of the threshold and to perceptibility.  Once done, the rough ITD-metric anomaly rating figure 
(vcitd.m summary figure 3) could be further refined to yield a more accurate rating.  The anomaly rating would 
also benefit from the inclusion of energy metrics.  This definition of "HRTF anomaly" could be considered the 
verification sibling to validation's "HRTF quality", a term often associated with the perception of spatial cues.  
Lastly, some of these techniques could be integrated into the HRTF measurement process itself as a form of real-
time feedback to the measurer, e.g., using real-time ITD extraction and spherical-head model comparison for 
subject-positioning verification. 
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Appendix 
 
Listen and CIPIC Index-to-Subject Mapping 
 
Listen 
 
 1  IRC_1002.slh 
 2  IRC_1003.slh 
 3  IRC_1004.slh 
 4  IRC_1005.slh 
 5  IRC_1006.slh 
 6  IRC_1007.slh 
 7  IRC_1008.slh 
 8  IRC_1009.slh 
 9  IRC_1012.slh 
10  IRC_1013.slh 
11  IRC_1014.slh 
12  IRC_1015.slh 
13  IRC_1016.slh 
14  IRC_1017.slh 
15  IRC_1018.slh 
16  IRC_1020.slh 
17  IRC_1021.slh 
18  IRC_1022.slh 
19  IRC_1023.slh 
20  IRC_1025.slh 
21  IRC_1026.slh 
22  IRC_1028.slh 
23  IRC_1029.slh 
24  IRC_1030.slh 
25  IRC_1031.slh 
26  IRC_1032.slh 
27  IRC_1033.slh 
28  IRC_1034.slh 
29  IRC_1037.slh 
30  IRC_1038.slh 
31  IRC_1039.slh 
32  IRC_1040.slh 
33  IRC_1041.slh 
34  IRC_1042.slh 
35  IRC_1043.slh 
36  IRC_1044.slh 
37  IRC_1045.slh 
38  IRC_1046.slh 
39  IRC_1047.slh 
40  IRC_1048.slh 
41  IRC_1049.slh 
42  IRC_1050.slh 
43  IRC_1051.slh 
44  IRC_1052.slh 
45  IRC_1053.slh 
46  IRC_1054.slh 
47  IRC_1055.slh 
48  IRC_1056.slh 
49  IRC_1057.slh 
50  IRC_1058.slh 
51  IRC_1059.slh 

CIPIC 
 
 1  subject_003.slh 
 2  subject_008.slh 
 3  subject_009.slh 
 4  subject_010.slh 
 5  subject_011.slh 
 6  subject_012.slh 
 7  subject_015.slh 
 8  subject_017.slh 
 9  subject_018.slh 
10  subject_019.slh 
11  subject_020.slh 
12  subject_021.slh 
13  subject_027.slh 
14  subject_028.slh 
15  subject_033.slh 
16  subject_040.slh 
17  subject_044.slh 
18  subject_048.slh 
19  subject_050.slh 
20  subject_051.slh 
21  subject_058.slh 
22  subject_059.slh 
23  subject_060.slh 
24  subject_061.slh 
25  subject_065.slh 
26  subject_119.slh 
27  subject_124.slh 
28  subject_126.slh 
29  subject_127.slh 
30  subject_131.slh 
31  subject_133.slh 
32  subject_134.slh 
33  subject_135.slh 
34  subject_137.slh 
35  subject_147.slh 
36  subject_148.slh 
37  subject_152.slh 
38  subject_153.slh 
39  subject_154.slh 
40  subject_155.slh 
41  subject_156.slh 
42  subject_158.slh 
43  subject_162.slh 
44  subject_163.slh 
45  subject_165.slh 
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